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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A. YEAR. ROPKINS VILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCK
Y, FRIDAY, SEPEMBER 28, 1888. VOLUME XIX. NO. 14
TheseYou Want Wo
rth and Wear.
Style and Strength.
Choice and Cheapness
The combination is offered hi our great stock of new and fashiona-
ble goods, which includes all things new and desirable for fail and
winter.
DRESS GOODS.
We are •File to point with sati•faction to it
tysla) of goi ds in thus ilepertnient that we are
ire w 11 reelect er Mt, both on the trite awl
judgmei t of the buyers Our stock new, not
jute freshened up with the ed•litai n of a few
oew pies, s of goods. but • clean. fresh. new
id et, thoroughly reprreent•tive in its mitten-
Ws, patters. waters*. eights. ete , of the test
inanuf•ctureni. The wasnitude of our pur-
chases awl our facilities as bitters enable* us
• tree thee. goo a at a very decided reduction.
and reexport that a great many *mill avail
thentseln* of the rare • pportunitv fur 1.11111InU•1
haresons deers go. h istilVrtei by our
large stock e shall be pleased to we int;
and saow you there cho ce and charming fah-
ne•
LINENS.
Whets it come. to liners,towele and houtsehold
drapery in reoeral, e can produoe such an
array of 'roods as must arouse the enthus asm
of any bourekeeper. We have ths se good* in all
graoes and prices which will make tsetse pur-
chases •t °ace natty economical In table
liDera we are showing me • eel tat • ng pat-
ter s and we can supply tore's of every site
and texture to cult Die roughest or finest uses
Reinemher that tt e heist elitore of tier stock
grew to those ho are earl est in making their
Iteleetioee and be •mmig the dog to isspect
these seceseary artie tee
Shootings d Cotton Goods.
I sell.* are always isitere•ted in these staple
art Mims of 1.01IneWlft ry a• w• °War a Mum is Da
in their Wien ist in the very low prices we make
epee as exceil at quality anti weigh'. of goods.
Our lose will he found espectial y satisfiwt ry
w he any extra requirements of witith,lexture
or weight Li O'n corned, so we hare made ape
elm pro•leion for •och ermands. We g ve ev-
ery lady • cunrtin.u. levitation to I %.11111ne the
goods in this epartmet t and p ov• in its corn-
pletessesa the liherality with which e cater
the taste of • or i.ustonsers in materials •n•1
prices.
Flannels and Woolens.
This claim of goods becon. et an object of in-
terest( to buversat this season of the tear. Our
customers ill find that we i how a line and full
line of there staple goods in colors and weight&
that will me. t any requiremei.t. Three goods
will have an additional attraction in the eyes of
buyers by v irtue of t • e very low distant we h•ve
put on thenn They are marked to sell and we
•re.. •ndleiit that Gm fty buyers will not seek
another market when ..,nce they have examined
our gores.
HOSIRRY.
PRINTS
Continue to keep their place for fashionable
wear, and s meth ng in three neat and tiers,
gre..lit is indispensibleVir tlie fashionable out-
fit. The poi Warily of th se peels has reioped
in the production of some very cha ming pat-
terns, anti our stork includes the moot tasty
and it- essy goods in the m rket. Our ens
tomer* will bear in inind tnat we guarantee
the quality of these •otids rind may make their
purchase.; in certainty of buying an art de
that will not slinlit or fade We can give'you
all shadee froin Doi lighter and brighter shades
tor more draw.) purposes to the darker shades
'mita_ to the housew.fe's duties—in either case
the alI0.10 ere charming
CORSETS
Of comets in the market claiming thie or that
imperiority over others, the name is "Legi
We do not pretend to determine for our custom-
ere. which is abolutely the beet. Instead of this
we put in sdict • repreeentative line of i the
vrry best mates and styles anti leave our ena
drese account. 14-e solicit an exatuination of Loniere Loch°. se that wile I
t best suite them.
these goods and we are confident that they 
will We carry a/landed sad 'Nary size so that tiny
figure can Ise titte fr m our stock, in these and
please you. tin her ai-juncte oi the ladies' Ilrese we shall
at s be found lead, rs, both as to prices and
niaie of goode.
Ladies will nd eur stock of this line of goods
n pr tentative of the best taste and skill that le
displayed in niodern manufactur s. Whatever
grade of goods you require, w hatever style Or
weight may snit your taste, we e supply YOU
and at such prices ad make the ordinary ex-
pens* of hosiery rut a reduced figure in the
NOTIONS.
We believe we have gathered into our stock
evey article legit im•te to the trade. so that 
you
inay expect to dna just the thing you want in 
The feet that ribbons are more largely used as
our large and miscellaneous aesortnient. 
In pa inv'ilt141 tain LW° rep:i'„st 'want hef trraYde&ja6nir trIti.e. rhea.
theee goods quirk sales s an addltel profit. en- 
riety of color awl Mottles is almost bewildering
&Wag the eealer to keep • stock alWa 
varied • (thine rtilibon departnnent is 
thoroughly up si lth
sod freoh. Our price* therefore will be 
alway • ment anrin7rsaiint.ttio on-btu-re.: tihne pit;e:anirin"n; ti:oiteriof
very low on goods in this department. in 
order the world of fashion In plain silk cr 'ali
o, In
to make large and 'pock sales. You will Had 
Lhehnioredelsi borate watered istyles, In low or
ismaerentinermw..1: eznalAtiinngsdoeumr salads i•s,k
one notion departmeot always • eurprIse in the notlifeell tno
sy it respoods teeny deniatits math. upon it. e
ither ao to the toed or pricto
•Me
RIBBONS.
313.A.ISSEMerir  CSC/ 4:
:0.9
"Wreckers of High Prices."
THE PEOPLES PARTY,
PROTECTIVE,
PROGRESSIVE,
PROSPEROUS.
OUR PLATFORM.
• Pledge • 1111•01•01 ie laver -
1PROTECTION of customers from overchaige, adultera-
tions and misstatements.
irREE TRADE for every one with the merchant who
does most for his customers.
1:10ROHIBITION of monopolistic rings, infla
ted values
and oppressive high prices.
3ELEDUCTION of the people's burden and buyer's bug-
bear—tax profits.
Btr? TE 70T:
di candidates for yonr patronage we in•ite an examination 
of our business re...ell in eupport of
Lineation for
FAIR, SQUARE DEALINGS.
wt. pmt.'s. for the future the b st quality. the most in nuantity and the lowest prices, to •Il cus-
tomers without distinction of are or class, and be
hind our promise stands
07:772. STOCIC 07' DR
Y' C3-00DS
1111 Big Clgiling
AND CENTS' FURNISHING GOODS.
The Finest Goods. the Fairest Dealings, the Ful
lest Satisfaction Guaranteed.
We Invite loop etion sad E.111111111/t1011 of our Stock. see the styles,
 Look tit the Quality
Marvel at the Price,.
The Tried. True and Trustworthy  Traders,
IKE LIPSTINE,
Oor. NINTH and MAIN STREETS
'88 - - — THE GREAT '88
TENNESSEE FAIR,
WEST SIJE PARK, NASHVILLE, TENN.
COMMENCES SEPT. 22d, AND CONTINUES SEVEN DAYS
raititirtiniesumus-islas
11404P to..rk!intm_ y• INCH11.11101 moque!, nr Pitmeme.
The groat Neill. Burk
u$10111018,10M
neseheat and Lliesto4 daces.'
.1 ss terelhomails wili give a
thrlilidll • slab toe utile dud
PREII111S, $15,000 
2 RACES EACH DA/ t7:113:1,741,1WA::::.'111.11.6:7,11".110r...1:41 2 RA0E13 EAOR DAY.
It will be a together the best Fair ever helil in this 
ountry. The lareest display of Stock ever known in this 
welkin w 111 be there.
Ira Ikklwirmihelsar 1,' 14'1 1""tree
lie loon I erne owitieslue ith
Halloos asesmouips, aid01111111111, of
tripes. performaana• earl raw lute
nion.ii t etude the i
Half Fare on all Railroads. Accommodations for 4o.000 People Have Been M
ade,
FOGG,f'resident. For
 catalogue address, C. II. G1LLOCK, Secretary.
VIMBICCONTAMAI
Grand Display!
Never equaled in the South! Prices lower than ever
1, Core! Don't miss seeing it.
iHendrick's China Hall,
200 N. College Street. NASHVILLE, Tenn.
esscusese re MNICSAICL..
Mention New KEA and get ten per cent discount on all orders.
LOOK-KEEPING, SHORT-HAND, TELEGRAPHY, PENMANSHIP, Etc.
The BUYERS' GUIDE Is
issued March and Sept..
each year. It is an ency-
clopedia of useful infor.
'nation for all who pur.
chase the luxuries or the
necessities of life. We
can clothe you and furnish you wtth
all the necessary and unnecessary
appliances to ride, walk, dance, sleep,
eat, fish, hunt, work, go to church,
or stay at home, and in various sizes,
styles and quantities. Just figure out
what i• required to do all these things
CONFOSTAlli. and you can make a fair
estimate of the value of the BUYERS'
GUIDE. which will be sent upon
recei ! t of 10 cents to nay postage,
MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.
III-114 Michigan Avenue, Chicago,L11.
Piri'm !Ira rDY 1,11 C47%1111/11
alWeel Ininiedlale atarrhal
virus in noon ravelled rinnii the Ilya-
Iron, and the diseased action of the
IllUe011% membrane Is replaced by
neaithy secretions.
lione la small. One package
Cfplitallin a sufficient quantity for a
king treat Well i.
CATARRH
A Cold In the Head Is relieves) by
an applientioe of rtri•• remedy for
Catarrh. The ionifort to he got
ftoni It In this way is worth malty
Hines cost.
Easy and pleasant to live.
l'rice. In nerds. Sold by druggists
or sent by mall.
E. T. If AZILLTINIC Warr,n1, Pa.
OLD PAPERS,
FOR SALE
WIle desires to better his or her cosiditioa in life, should write for the Catalogue of At This Office
BRYANT di, STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
NO. 4s:au THIRD STRUT. LOUISVILLE. KY.
•
Bore From Knee to Ankle.
Okla entirely gene Fle•k a mass et
dl•ea•e Leg dionini•bed sin•
th.rd Iss •Ine. tesselll•n hope-
less Eared by thietullessras
Neusedie•.
For three yearn I Was almost crippled with
an awful • re leg from my knee down to in•
ankle; the *sin wee entirely go• e, anti the fie II
was otie Mama of disease Saint' physicians pro-
l.0 direst it incurable. It but d imbed about
onestbird the sae of the other. and I wa• in a
hopelesa coodition. After trying all kite,* of
remedies •Dfl spendirg hundreds of
from which I got no relief %hawser. I was per-
suaded to try your t UTICI Its kiLMEDILS, find
the result was Ks follow*: After three lays I
net iced it ilecole•I ehange for the better, awl at
the end of two mouths I it as completely cured.
My dealt was purified, and the bone (w hich had
been exposed for over • e got sound. The
0..11 beg•n to grow, and to•day, •nd for nearly
two years past, my I fa as well as ever it was,
round in every respect, and not • •Ign ot the
diseare t be seen.
S. G. Alit:RN. Dubois, Dodge • , tala.
Terrible Suff.rine tress Skin Die.
eases.
I have been a terrible sufferer for years from
disea.te of the skin and blood, and have keen
obliged to shun public places by reasoo of my'
disfiguring humors Have had the best of phy -
sensing and spent hundreds of eh Ilare. but got
no relief until I used the CUTICUlt•
which have cured me, and left my skin as clear
and my blond as pure an a child's
I HA MAY BASS, Olive Branch I'. 0.. Miss.
Fre= 145 Peund• te 175 Pomade.
I have taken several bottles of Crete(' It•
Hicsottitn/ with all the results I could wish
for. About Mistime hist year, when oommen-
cing its lion I weis heil 140 pounus, and to day
I weigh 172 poun.D.
GEO CAMPBELI , Wa,hington, D. C.
NOTE —The C rricue A ItxsoLvssr, is eyond
all doubt the greatest blood punnet ever COM-
Cutictira, the great ekin cute. Cutieura
Soap prepare•1 from it, externally,and luticura
Resolvent. the new blood punier, internally,
are a positive cure for every form of skin and
blood disease, from pimp'es to scrofula
Sold everywhere. Price: Ce• fru ra, 60, ;
Soap. c ; Resolvent it by the
Pro ter Drug and t hen teal I. Boston. Mass.
tieel„..eend for -flow to Cure Skin Dwane,"
64 pages. 00 illustratiors, and IOU teetimenials
BABY'S 217,,aynk.d,'";1",,11 7.7m krtpeticlAarnmilvb:(111, gal
How My Back Aches!
Rack ache, kidney Pains, nod weak-
ness, 'Sorrows.. Liimenese. Strains and
Patti relieved in •ise sisinut•
by the Culicura Anti.Pain
Prissier. The ltr t and only pain-killiag
PI a•ter cents
IIRIPNECRIDENTED ATTICACTIONI
to Over a Million Dietributed I
.S.L•
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CORP?
I ecorporated by the Legislature in 1803, for
Educational and charitable purposes, sod it*
franchise made a part of the present State Con-
ution, in 11479, by an overwhelming popular
vote
Its Grand Extraordinary Drawings take
place Semi Annually, (June and December)
and its Grand Single Number Drawings take
place on each of the other ten months in the
year, !MI are •II drawn ID public, at the Acad-
emy of Music, New Orleans. La-
We ilo hereby certify that we supernee the
arrangements for all the Monthly and tiemi•
Annual Drawings of the Louisiana State Lot-
tery Complier, and III person menage and rues
trot the Drawings themsol res. and thst theses.)
are riirmitirleit With honeaty, fairnees, UPI In
good filth tor aril all spit We authorial,
the I illti piny to iota reellfleatei With fad.
of our sigueturee nitsehiel. lie
Ilietnsials "
Cesantissien•rs.
We the undersigned Banks and Bankers will
pay all Prizes drawn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries which mite preeented at our coun-
ters
W. NI. WALMISLET,
Pres. Louisiana Matleaal Dank.
P. LANAI X,
Pres. State National Bank.
A. BALDWIN.
Pres. New Orlealas National Bank.
CARL KOHN,
Pres. 1 Bleu Nati•nal Dank.
Grand Monthly Drawing
In the Academy of Music, New Orleans,
Tuesday, October 9, 1688.
APITAL PRIZE $300,000.
100,000 Tickets at Twenty Dollars
each. Halves $10; Quarters SS:
Tenths di; Twentieth. OIL
LIST Or PRIZ1S.
1 PRIZE OF F400.000 is
1 " of 100,000 is
1 of 50,000 Is
1 of 23,00e is
I PRIZES or 10,000 are
5 of 5.000 are
1,000 are
100 of 500 are
100 '• of Sou are
*: of WO are
APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
100 Prices of $600 are
100 Prises of POO are
100 Prizes of s200 are
Taltaln•L PRIZES.
900 Prises of 100 ars
as
3.134- Prized amounting to 11,064.400
Note—Tickets drawing Capital Prises are not
eotitled to terminal prizes.
For _lob Rates. or any further information
desired. write legibly to the undersigned,
clearly stating your rs sotenee, with state,
County, Street and N nuttier. More rapid re•
tura mail delivery will be sasured hy our en-
closing an en•elope beefing your full address'.
Sew' Postal Notes. Express Money Orders. or
New York Sarhange in onligsry letter t ur-
rency by express at our expense) addressed to
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans. La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D. 0
••••••1•11...
aloo.000
100,000
21000
15,000
16,000
50,. 00
e0.000
100,000
$50.000
30.000
20,000
ne.900
991100
A AllrNit ;:n.1 tamik. A.,
Re* Orlestill..1.4,
7h111 11's
1111 ?fikrdlli at!, ii;gliortrif
d Ili ardalii• off alownHis I if Itlesa Mit I.Y.
hat tee Owlet," tor ell remelt iltal Ile 000
lis4 teems, Isif Levee, 1. 1111 11111111sers draw a
1.111114111111?t1 Di; t ties iirey 1114S
71014 A llyir Orleans and it:
Tirk•Is are signet iy the rresithiat uf au n•
Motion, w Maio rhartortel right, are recognia•
il in the highest Courts; thereon, beams of
ny imitations ur •notlyMous schemes.
133E19V1E1:131141
Female College
Fa I &won will open AUGUST 27, DIM, with
a full fitcu ty special rates to pupils desiring
to enter the clarions in Elocution , N time , A rt
and modern languages. Call at college or ad-
dress
J. W. MUST.
Iltiphisamille. Ky.
•
wool oirreealde owl efferhee remedy
eivr produce,1 fin' II, issisiagfrow
,L weak or modem emulators tilMe
KIDNEYS, LIVER,
STOMACH & BOWELS,
and i. l'E rEcTLF eA 'n sill caws
e VIE ernsin of
For. 'y R,ased.es.
Manufactured oely I • ths
CALIFORNIA FIO MP CO.
or
rammises. C.M.. LOUISVILLE. WY,
ICU CUL N.
--
Vic sale by all drassists,
CONDENSED NEWS.
The R publicami of the First district
will putt ut a.congreesional camihnite.
An eagle earried away a farmer's beby
on the Iniuntron River, juet north f the
Kansas line.
The Notate boo poised a i nt esseou.
tion apprepriating $100,000 for the ben-
efit of sellow fever aulTerere.
Congreadinati Mills has finished his
canvas'. of Ifidialia for the preeent, but
will rs turn vain in October.
Willie Nelson tweriously stabbed
Howell Hunt at Jackson, Tem,. Both
int ye are under 15 y ears of age.
A Chicago W0111.11 Was ghee a verdict
tor $5,000 'ignition a ealooil keeper for
hastening her iiiisband'a death by selling
hini
About 500 prominent gentlemen at-
tended a baliquet at Chicago Monday
night in honor of Chief Justice Mel-
ville W. Fuller, Ju Ige Gresham, Lyn an
Trumbull anti other, spoke.
A Pittsburg broker hes depoeited
$100,000 in a benk that city, which
ire is willing to bet that Clevelatiti will
be re-elected president of the United
Stales. These is some good in Pennsyl-
vania yet, despite the fat-fry Ilig process.
J. Soule Smith, Grand Master of
Slimiest in Kentucky, has issued an ad-
dress urging that collectione be taken
up in each lodge under this jurisdiction
and from each brother in the state, for
the Liens fit of Jackeouville sufferers.
The anioulita are to tie turned over to
Capt. John H. Leather., Griend Treas-
urer, of Louisville, to be forwarded.
A special trout Princeton, Ind., gays:
"Miss Gertrude Downey, the youtig la-
dy shut by her lover at the fair grounds
last Thuredity, died Wednesday morn-
ing at 5 o'clock. Sylvester Grubb, the
murderer, Nes brought to this city last
Sunday eight for safe keeping, but the
fact had been kept quiet until to-day.
The feeling at Francisco, the home of
Miss Dew trey, runs very high. Already
one attempt by &eve' ty-Ilve men has
been made to lynch Grubb, gni a report
conies from there that an effort may be
made to invade the jail, mid the sheriff
and officials have been warned. It is
probable that the prisoner will be con-
veyed elsewhere to avoid possible seri-
ous difficulties and allow the law to take
its course.
A mysterious box was received at the
Fort Stein & limpid" depot at Paola,
Kan., on timidity the 10th inst., from
the noon trsin, checked from atiniewhere
on the Rock tallied rood, nut
By 51/1111 nalehap the box was broken by
a trunk failltig oil it, rsiVealine a *haat.
ly of human elosieWit.
Monday noon a large man, weighing
about IND pounds, full beard, aged about
45, and wearing a silk het, 111601 to
have the box checked to Fontana, Kan.
The agent refused and the mysterious
gentleman said lin would call and get
the box, but as yet has not appeared
and the authorities were notified. flit
tiesh on the skeleton is considerably
dried and has an appearance as if
burued.
Miss Linnie Davis, of Bolton neighbor-
hood, near Harrodsburg, Ky , cow-
ruitted eiticide on Monday last. She
took a large doer of rough on rate, and
kept it a secret uetil she was in the
very jaws of death. Before expiring
she made It katown that 6he had left in
her trunk a letter for J . Frank Cunning-
ham, a resident of that neighborhood.
He etas an uncle by marriage to the
unfortunate young woman, having
married her aunt, some ten years eince.
Miss.lisvis, in her et er, accueol Cun-
ningham of having seduced her under
the prennise of unoriage; that he had
promised her, before tile birth of each of
her two children that he would procure
a divorce from her aunt and marry her,
Red every time had deceived her ; that
lie could tootle part for what lie had
done by supporting the children ; that,
rather than become the mother of a third
she preferred death, even at her
own halide.
James An; McKebzie was eeen by a
CourienJournal reporter Wednesday
morning just as he was stepping Oil the
train, at Lexington en route to Louis-
ville. When queried in regard to the
political outlook in Kentucky, he frank-
ly stated that in ail the sections where
be had been, he never before saw such
enthusiasm for the Da mocratle ticket,
State or national, as lie saw in Kentucky
this y ref., mid that lie confidently be-
lieved the state would give the largest
nitijority it had given since 1876. Club'
have titre organised in iiearly every
county, the members of welch were
zealously at work to bring out the lull
vote slid make as tunny cotiverte as
poseible. Ile said although lie had been
sought by different slater, he had
mortgaged hinted( to the State Central
Committee ithd would feflIIIII in Ken-
y until Mar the election, doing all
lie Mitilti in make Kelitityky's emigres
repteseittallioneolitily lienisteratic.
• as.—
WeeNell'i Lint CANIS
Rilblettlitese"Merseperil-
is,"—"t'ough and L,tito
sumption Hemittly,"—
" Hops and
"Extract,"—" II sir Ton•
le."—"Llver l'illa,"—
"Piasters," ( Porous-
Electrical),—"Rooe Cream," for Ca-
tarrh. They, like Warner's "Tippeca-
noe," are the simple, effective remedies
of the old Log Cabin days.
Resolutions of Respect from Forest
Lodge NO. 1108 F. & A. N.
tusiz•s, It pleased Almighty God
to remove from this lodge on earth to
the celestial lodge •bove, our deraly
beloved brother, IL Abernathy, one
of the oldest anti moot valued membere
of this body. Therefore be It
Resolved, That iu the death of Bro.
A boreatily this lodge has lost a Ment-
he:. who was true to the trusts of the
order, kiways rendering a cheerful obe-
dience to the demands of the Order and
whose hand was ever open to the ap-
peals of charity soul •n upright citizen
in el the walks of life and a Christie')
gentleman.
Resolved That we wear the usual
badge of mourning for 30 days.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolu-
tions be spread upon the minutes of the
lodge and •copy sent to the New Ett•
and South Kentuckian for publicatiou.
J. L. Dr1.111,
J . W FOARD,
H.C. Donr•er,
Committee.
D. Net Huffer Any Longer.
Know log that • 0,140 can be checked
in a day, and the first stages of consump-
tion lireken in a week, we hereby
guarsetee Ackers English Cough
Retnedy, anti will refund the money to
all w be buy, take it as per directions,
slid do cot firid our statement correct-
E. B. Garner.
With Anna Diekinion stumping Indi-
ana for Harripon and Don M. Dickinson
preparing to take the etumpAn Mich-
igan for Cleveland, it looks as If timee
were going to be very lively soon about
8 degrees of longitude west of Waeh-
ington.
— _
Regulate the Regulator, by the use of
Werner's Log Cabin Sarsaparilla. Sold
ny all druggists. 120 doses $1.
MUM' 14PFECH AT BROOK Ll le,!1. T.
The Sephisme of Protection Clearly
and Plalaly Shown.
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen:
We have !net to-eight to ititiorse Grover
Cleveland and Allen G. Thurman.
(Chi ens.) The issue presented in tile
pre.ent canvass by the Democratic par
ty through Its illuetrious repreeente-
tives is an issue of lllll reentoue impor-
tance to the people of tile United S:ates
That tome was correctly defisied by the
distinguished 'lateen's') from Maine
who lies recently traveled in Europe—
Chissee)—and who returtiltig to the
United States • abort titne alike, in the
drst public speed' which lie made,
New York city said that the issue was
one of labor flout skin to core arid fron
core back again to okin. (Applause )
Upon the part of the Democracy of the
Ueited States I accept that as a correct
definitiou. Fremendoue applause.)
And we will gladly go kith that ills-
thiguiebed gentleman Iona Maine—or,
perhaps, 1 should say, the uncrowned
kilig of the Republican party—(hiesee)
—belore the American people for their
deliberate judgment for • verdict that
shall be rendered on November next—
whether the Democratic party of the
United States or the Republican party
is the friend of labor. (Cherre and a
a voice. "The Demovraui, sure.")
"Let us examine the record of the
Republican party and see what claim
tney have to call theuiselvee the friends
of labor. A few years ago, hen our un-
hippy civil war had terminated, when
the leaders of the rebellion had returned
and had laid down their arms, when
the exorbitant revenues to support tin
armed establishment were tio longer
needed, tlie curlers of the government
were !fettled with unties: lllll y specie.
It became necessary tc.) restore these ex-
orbitant sums to circulation. How did
they do it?
" Dien, were taxes and tariffs on rail-
roads, on all kinds of property, on
banks, telegraph companies, on domes-
tic manufactures, to be paid out of the
pocketa of the capitalists, and there
were also taxes on food, and clothing,
and implements of labor, with which
the people of the country sustain them-
selves and families. (Applauee )
HELPING THE WEALTHY.
"But the taxes were reduced. What
taxes?" continued the orator, with a
twinkle in hie eye. "What taxes were
repealed? NVes it the tax on the poor
rOall's clothing, on the food, oil the
shelter, or wee it the tax on wealth?
What has become of the $127,000,000 of
money paid into the public coffers, some
of it the little three per rent matiufac•
tures pshi tilit the pockets of the cap-
itations and not by the people,
"It Is gone. So great was the regent
of our Republinan friends fur the labor
of the country that they repealed the
Lax on capital Invested In manufactures.
There were seventy-two million of
money paid into the l'reasury by 470,-
0(10 who had an income of over $800,000.
They repealed •II the taxes on incom.s.
(Hisses.)
"Where is your tee on the railroads
to-day. There are 150,000 miles of rail-
road extending all over this great coun-
try, drawing 800,00O freight cars loaded
with the produce of the people, bring-
ing $S00,000,000 of gross receipts.
Where is your tax on that? So tender
was the regard of the In-publican party
for labor that they repealed all the taxes
on railroad,. (Applause.) What has
become of all the taxes that represented
wealth? They are all gone. They did
not stay—they consulted not the order
of their going, but went, for no sootier
had the Confederate flags gone down on
the field of Appomattox than the taxe"
on wealth tied away, and they are now
paid by the strokes of labor. Ap-
plause.,
"rimy even repealed the taxee on
playing cards and left the tax on the
Bible. They put playing card, down as
one of the neceeearies of life arid the
Bible ae a luxury. (Leughter and tre-
mendous applause.) All the taxes on
wealth are gone where the wicked cease
from truubileg and the weary are at
reet. (Applause.) All the taxes are
now on consumption. Why was
that little tax of three per cent oil those
manufactured products, why was the
tax on annual net incomes and on ex-
press companies all so hurriedly re-
leased? Well, there is an aggregate of
$40 and over on artielee imported still
remaining.
"To-day we find oureelves in the con-
dition that our friends were in when the
war was over—we are in charge of the
government. (Immense etithuelasui, all
the ladles waving their handkerchiefs,
while the men cheered and waved their
hats, canes and umbrellas.) Your pub-
lic functionaries have been recalled from
banialiment. (Applause.) The door of
their father's house hasebeen thrown
open to them, end they have come to
stay. ( Applause.)
Down en Allir 111- 1/1,
"Now, we find $1110,01/0,b00 Of surplus
revenue Incited up lit the Osseo', Thla
money NAM he rrature,1 to the channel.
of Mistime, II It citlitintiee andifisli•
late soil ruin will atalk through
Dm lend. It Will lint lie laud hotfoot *II
the idrutilalitin of the ie hole nountry
be egtowted Iron' the dimmed" ol heel-
nese slid locked as safely within the
walls of the treasury as If buried In the
earth. As money becomes scarue cir-
culation prices fall, arid u prices fall
money becomes leas able to buy. Con-
sumption is ted anti reetricted, and
when cousumption is arrested pro-
duction Is restricted also—(applause)—
and when production and consumption
are restricted tranoporuition he restricted
also. ( Applainie Then you will see
your nierchantii wearing long faces
Money is as essential an element. in the
prosperity of a country as railroad.,
steamboats and carriages. This money
must go back again into the channels of
circulation. ( A ppla use.)
"What does the Democracy
be the way it shall go back?
—.That's it; let 'em have it!') One
way is the Democratic, leading to the
right; the other way is the Republican
way, leading to the left—tile righteous
to the right,/ the unrighteous to the left.
(Laughter and applause.) You must
either reduce the duty that brings the
revenuee of the country on articles
scheduled in the tariff bill, or you must
repeal the whisky tax. You cannot es-
cape the alternative. One or the other
of these roads this country has to travel.
If Grover Cleveland is indoreed—(ring-
ing cheers and cries of "you bet, lie will
be")—if a Democratic house of repre-
sentatives be re-elected — ( more applause)
—then that money will go back to the
channels of circulation, while there will
be a reduction of the duty on goode com-
ing ill and tile putting of rkw tuaterhde
-on the free list. (Cheers )
"But if Harrison and Morton shall
be chorien respectively president and
vice president—which God Al:nighty
forbid—(laughter and applause)—then
there is but one thing that can result,
arid that is that the internal revenue
tax will be repealed and you will have
free whiskey. You will have the great
miesionaries of the Republican party
etstolieg on the corner@ of the 'greets
and crying out like the mirtaionaries of
old, who said, 'Come to the waters and
drink'—(laughter)—but the uniestiona-
say shall
(A voice
ries of Oil, great doctrine will cry ,`Come
lo to the stillhouse and drink.' (Laugh-
ter and great applause as tit' speaker
t wok a long draught of prohibition stuff )
"If they (the Republicano) elect their
men they •re going to repeal their in-
ternal reveuue tax. We are going to
put raw materials on the ft ee list. Th16
is the issue that cannot be evaded—it
cannot be dodged, and Willie they have
worried over it and prayed over it 1
suppue—(laughter)—they do not know
what to do with it. They have come to
the conclusion that they will not do
either one tiling or the other, and they
will worry along and leave it to the
people.
"We have &boar you what we pro-
poee to do. The president showed the
road in hie ruetoone. and our bid redu-
ces taxetion $75,000,0(a). Twenty-live
million dollars come from the internal
revenue tax on tobaeco principally,
$30,000,000 on articles retained on the
list, $20,000,000 from reductioe on du-
ties and articles placed on the Ire, list
Can our friends say title is a tree trade
measure? Does that look like free
trade? (Cries of 'No, no, no !')".
ILLUSTRATIONS.
The speaker illuitrated his declara-
tion that he was not the author of a free
trade measure by telling the story of the
man who told the clergyman that he
had become a teetotaller. "How is
that?" said the clergyman. "You told
me yesterday that you averaged forty-
seven drinks of whiskey a day." "And
now," replied the man, "I drink but
forty-two glasses a day."
"I'liat is not even temperance," said
the clergyman.
"Yee, it is," paid the man, "be •ause
you said 1.1 the sermon on Sunday that
the Democratic pone wants to reduce
the average duty to $42 from $47, anti if
that Is free trade then forty-two drinks
is teetotalism."
"Our Republicati friends are very
anxious about espital," said Mr. Mills.
"Now, don't you shed any tears about
capital; that can take care of itself.
We are after the laborer. I am going
to stick doe. by him. e Democratic
has been the labor party all Its Ile.
"We have taken wool out of the sche-
dule and left a duty of $40 on every
$100 worth of woolen goods. Although
capital can take care of itself, we have
left them twice as much as n Ill pay Vie
cost of manufacture. They are fifteen
per cent better off than under the ex-
isting law."
Somebody in the gallery yelled out,
"How about sugar?"
"You wait a moment. I will give you
all the sugar you want," replied Mr.
Mills as quick as a flush, and after the
roar or applause hail subsided lie added
—"You don't take sugar anyhow ; you
take your whisky otraight." (More ap-
photo. )
OMAR AND Rice.
"Our Republican friends hays said we
have tiptoed around sitter. I say we
have taken $11,000,000 off sugar. ( Ap-
plause ) Sugar and rise are cut more
than anything in the bill, and that was
because we ilad four southern men on
the committee. We wanted to draw
closer together the north and the south.
(Prolonged cheers.)
"My poor working friend, who Is go-
ing to give you a tallyho to ride through
the beautiful places of Scotland? Not
the Plumed Knight, for he will leave
you in the road. You must work. You
cannot lock the mouths of your wife and
children as the manufacturer locks the
chore of hie factory in liar I times. He
says if you don't like a reduction of
wages you can strike and remain idle.
But you want work, and the Democratic
party gays you shall have it.
"In the United States we have got the
cheapeet labor in the world. We have
the highest rate, but we have to balance
it, a low labor cost of production. If
you can produce anything cheaper titan
your rival, you drive him out of the
inerket.
"According to an official report made
to the Iron and Steel Association of
Germany, the workingman of Pittsburg
does 15U per cent niore work than his
fellow craftsmati In Berlin. The Amer-
ican workingman geta paid 100 per cent
more motley, but lie diws 150 per cent
more work.
•MER1C•N LABOR
"We work by steam, by machinery,
under ishelter anti by the wholuale. The
man who gets $2 a day in Plitaburg
makes thirty kegs of nails of 100 pnunds
each. The man who gets 40 cents • day
in Berlin makes& few pounds of nails by
hand. 'I'lie American laborer gets five
times the pay of the German, but lie
does a hundred times more work.
"Germany is • couittry where 110 man
can rift above the station of his lather.
No man was ever chief magistrate of
Germany whose wife, like Mies Presi-
dent Johlison, had to teach her husband
his letters after he married her,
"Last year we imported $44,000,000
wont) of woolen goods, and Mr. Cleve-
land and the Democratic patty say that
title 'mount of gondol should have been
made In America, We want In put raw
woad an Ilia free list slid gIes sour people
this semis It Yes, my
friends, II Is 'potation of labor from
skin tu cora and liont core heck to Alit
"The inriff Is on property—out Oil
not um sweat, nut WI the stroke
of the arm, but on the thing that labor
makes--that does not belong to labor,
Protection is for the manufacturer and
not for the laborer. The issue before us
Is to give employment to our people, to
make happy and prosperous homes, and
oil the Otli of November you must deter-
mine, and to you we appeal, whether
you will see that this is an alarming
condition and not • theory. ( Applaueen
Whether you w ill follow Cleveland in
hie heroic course, whether you will vote
for your own prosperity or for a river
of free whisky." Five minutes of ap-
plause.)
l'oeua.
The following poem is taken from the columns
of the Heateraon Gleaner;
:To Moto Jennie Winfree, llopkinsv Me, Ky.,;
Merry the eyes of which I dream,
•nd merry tbe voice I he•r;
Merry the smiles of sunny sheen,
That in ntemory live so dear.
You cross my life like a bright sunbeam,
That ligho up • morning ID May;
And my be•rt went out like a youthful dream,
To be quickened by the ray.
Neath your bright sweet fare, eo free from rare,
In the depths of your gentle eyes,
1 see a nature pure and rare,
Th•t's se bright as summer Aim
But I sigh to think what care will bring,
What change 133 ill male in your fare,
As I think of the world's cold, cruel string,
And the furrows it must make.
I think of the hair that's now but brown—
To be bleached by "Fattier Time,"
Of the puree young heart with youthful bound
To he steno,' by ages rime
But the soul remains of the body fair,
Upon which time's left no ware;
And I mark its !light through the Interesting
Ilr,
As it seeks its heavenly place. s.
Henderson, Ky , September, now.
Flaming Fire IN The Velma.
We hold positive proof that Acker's
English Blood Elixir cures all blood
poisons where cheap sarsaparillas and
so-called purigere fall. Knowing this,
we will sell it to all who call at our store
1/1 vOsitive guarantee. H. B. Garner.
FARMERS ROBBED.
Tariff Barons Steal Sixty Millions a
Tear From Americas' Agrieultarlsta.
Does the American farmer understand
the part he must assume in order to se-
cute tariff reform? Does he fully com-
prehend that the Mills bill and the rec-
ommendations of President Cleveland
are more in lila iriterest than the in-
terest of any other Clakill of producers
and (*flaunters? Certainly he, more
than any other laborer, has had to pay
dearly for his protection piper. The
question is, "Doea he consider the music
worth the money he his to pay for it?"
Republican authoritieen authors and
maintainere of extreme protective prin
cipies, organis-rs of trusts and combine
does, tell the farmer that his salvation
arid theirs rests upon the same buis
Unless he will consent to continue to
sell under keen tree trade competition
and buy under extreme protectAon a
prices regulated, not by 'littoral causes
but by monopolistic cliques, lie is told
universal ruin will supervene, Well, if
it is to be conceded the tiller of the soil
doeen't know a good from • bad bargain •
II he doesn't know when he is being
robbed, why, possibly, lie will accept
the ruin theory. He has a very large
luterest in the subject, and as most met
are influeuced somewhat, at leut, by
the pocket, it ought not to be difficult to
determiue whkh way the farmer wit
turn when the critical moment arrives.
According to the census there are
twice as many farmers and farm laborers
as there are mechanical and industrial
laborers in this country. For instance
there are :—
negated in farming 1,1170,493
Professional aud pommel sserrlee • fyft„ia•
Trade and traesportatIon  1,810.1641
Manufacturing, met battiest, ads-
rag 11,11117,112
Total earning livelihoods  ti,lencee
Number of farms 4.006,907
Value of farms • .... • 110,M0.080,000
While c‘pital invested la MISR 
lecturers ta oily abut sews
cent of this, Or I 2,710,272AM
blaming •alue in farms over value
in m•nufacturers   I 7,400,727,304
These are large figures and convey an
idea of the enormous extent of agrIcul-
tural interests. It would seem, therefore,
that whenever national legislation of
importance is contemplated the Ameri-
can farmer is necessarily involved in it.
Let no see how lie was treated when the
tariff el 1883 was formed.
• VERT LOIraIDED ARRANGEMENT.
The farmer builds his house, his barn
and outbuildings generally of wood.
Most of the iniplenients lie uses on the
field and the apparatus in his dairy, the
furniture and bedsteads In his room.,
etc., tire of wood. Well, the tariff bar-
ons wilds-tuned to pay $2 for every
thoueand feet of timber he used, in ad-
dition to the roil market pritio, ea a tax
to protect soltiebtely iti Maine or thin&
ur Michigan. What advantage was no
given return? None.
The iron and steel in his plough. and
harrows, in his skimmers and reapers,
in ids spades, forks, hoes, and on his
wagons was taxed from 25 to Gd per
cent. so that in $150 worth of implements
he received ouly about $90 in goods—
thing at all for this $60? Not a cent's
wb eo rPt
tite remainder, the $60, went to swell the
bank account of some fellow who must
jo.tected. Did the farmer get any-
The leather from which the harness
for ids horse is made was taxed so that
he received in a COO bargain $70 worth
of harness to $30 worth of tax.
If the farmer needed a saw, a hatchet,
• hammer, an adze, nails and spikee,
and • chisel for his tool box, say to the
extent of $5, he received $2 75 in tools
and $2 25 in taxation. If he bought a
lock and chat.' and hinges for • door or
gate to the value of $1, 40 cents repre-
sented the goods, the other 60 mita he
had to pay to "protect" some lordly
manufacturer. What is offered in re-
turn tor this "protection?" Nothing.
The farmer is told he ought to be grate-
ful that lie le permitted to live under the
same firmament with barons.
if lie wanted a blanket for hie bed for
$5, he got $3 20 of blanket and $1 ell in
protection.
If lie bought suit of clothes for $10,
he got $1; in clothes and $4 in protection.
And in the same ratio for everything he
used or needed or could possibly need,
the tariff barons condemned him to pay
from 35 to 60 cents on every dollar more
for his goods than he ought to have
paid, and more than he will have to pay
if the "barons" are routed at tile next
elention. The "barons" have taken ad-
vantage of the farmer.' vomparative is-
°laden'. l'hey recognized there could
be but little organized resistance from
"Hodge," that he couldn't and wouldn't
"jine together" like factory hands in a
trades ull ion ler general aesembly. They
knew lie couldn't go to N'ashitigton and
lobby in the halls of congress, "$140,-
000,000 strong." They realized lie had
no cohesion, so to speak, and therefore
they gave hint little consideration
"arterlection."
lest "ssi.tab"
They oven illserluilitatril spinet him.
Now, the Winer slid lialiefitieli Both use
milt iptantItlea, 01•1 1hr barons de.
tinted to let the men of tilinotester have
their salt fur verleg Ash free of tluty,
while the farmer was ountlettined to pay
03 per vein. duty un silt in hulk mid 3U
per nein. In bags. Thus, II lie biught
$5 worth of salt as it lay in a heap in a
store he got b5 cents in salt and 4 15 le
protection—that is, lie paid $4 13 for the
privilege of buying from a monopolist
in Syracuse or in eaginaw.
Wonderful philanthropists farmers
must be!
If he bought $5 worth of salt in bags
lie received $3 05 in salt and $1 95 in
protection. II he asked why, in heaven's
moue, there was such a difference be-
LN ern the protection of the "bulk" and
the "bag" nobody could tell hitu be-
crime hobos!), knew—aid nobody knowe
now. In this way the farmer pays to
our needy (sic, government aud our
needy barons a tax of nearly $2,000,000
a y ear on salt. What doee he get in re-
turn? Well, Uncle Sion'a fiag fioate
over him, as it does over the rest of us—
that's about all.
• VIII•RLY GIFT FROM TILL FARMS.
It may not be &alias to put a slight
portion of the ferment' annual share of
tribute to the barons In tabular form:—
For salt
141.4•0.00 ,0001
:.00,/,000
 $ 1,000,000
• • • bAlle.no
Non
For clothing, sit' kw, 'Kenny. Ate ... ka1411,
For ILI.In'llaUCOU. Waste. 1,250,000
For lumber
For farm tools, dc .........
For glen., paints, plastering, te
For carpets, blankets, dc . .
For crockery, lampa, Ac  
Total of, say .. 432,050,u0o
which the farmers pay, not tor goods,
but fur the privilege of buying goode
from monopolies and tariff ionic How
many farms, houses, barne; how niatiy
!Jew labor saving contrivances could be
purchased tor this $32,050,000? But
this is only a trifle of the entire tribute.
Weil, the Mills bill propues to reduce
the amount considerably.
Taking the whole list through, scan-
ning every article which the farmer or
his family must buy, aud there you find
the baron, with his open hand anti his
tariff pistol, calling upon the consumer
to stand and deliver. And farmers sub-
mit to the robbery to the extent of at
least $60,000,000 a year.
And thls Is a very low eatiusete. On
clothing, bedding, implements, harness,
cordage, bagging and a little dressing up
of wife and daughters every farmer in
the 4,008,907 farms spends at least $75 a
year. Of this amount $15 represents
"lordly protection." Put it, then, this
way :—
Farmersniurchaaa $716 per 3 ear nnotesences
Protection taper farm 60,133.8116
Real value received only $112,060,000
A New England farm paper says most
farmers in New Englandand New York
state spend very much more than the
above specified amount—viz., that the
average ta $170 to $220 a year. Take the
first figure, $170, anti make the tariff
averege as low as 35 per cent—much
lower than it really is—and you find
every New England and New York
farmer contributing $49 50 • year to the
barons, at which rate New England and
New York alone is paying annually
over $65,000,000 of " tribute." Of course
so high an average would not hold good
throughout the country, or the tribute
would be nearer six hundred than sixty
million..
WHAT THE 'ARMEE GETS R•CE.
And for all tide what do tbe barons
give the farmer in return?
Why, they put a duty on wheat to
protect him, which, instead of protect-
ing him, protects the fellow &croft/ the
ocean, ae Americans are exporters and
not importers of wheat, flour and corn.
The barons failed to find the farmer a
"home market," so lie has to look for
one for his surplus over the seas. If the
home market had been made thee.
prices of corn and wheat would have
been in favor of the American, instead
of in favor of the Englishman
011X, minor.
Chicago .754S
Liverpool  tit .vnie
These are Chicago quotations and
show that American 'rhea: is twenty-
per cent and American corn forty
per cent higher in England than in
America. This, after the farmers have
paid in twenty-five years $1,500,000,000
to secure a home market and protect tbe
barons!
What else have the extreme tariftlites
given the farmer? They "protect" the
wool on ids sheep to the extent of about
30 cents a fleece. Given the official av-
erage of nine sheep per farmer we see
that while he steals from him $15 be
only protecta hill) to the amount of $2 70.
Thus:—
Barons steal from the farmer
Give back in woel tariff
Balance In barons' favor
"Nasal Voices, Catarrh
Teeth."
A prominent English wonian says
the American women all have high,
shrill, nasal Voices end falai troth.
Americans don't Ilk,' the constant
twitting they get sbout this nasal twang,
and yet It Is a fart caused by our dry
stimulating atmosphere, and the univer-
sal promos of catarrhs; difficulties.
But why should so many of our
women have false teeth?
That Is more of a poser to the English.
It Is quite impossible to account for it
except on the theory of deranged stom-
ach action caused by imprudence in eat-
ing and by want of regular exercise.
Both conditions are unnatural.
Catarrhal troubles every w here prevail
and end in cough and consumption,
which are promoted by mal-nutrition
induced by deranged stomach action.
The condition is a modern one, one un-
known to our ancestors who prevented
the catarrh, cold, cough and consump-
tion by abundant and regular use of
what Is now known as Warner's Log
Cabin cough arid consumption remedy
and Log Cabin !sarsaparilla, two old
feshioned standard remedies handed
down front our ancestors, •nd now ex-
chtelvely put forth under the strongest
guarantees of purity and efficacy by the
world-famed makers of Warner's safe
cure. These two remedies plentifully
used as the fall and winter seasons ad-
vance, together with an occasional use
of Warner's Log Cabin rose cream, to
strengthen and protect the nasal mem-
branes, give a poeitive assurance of free-
dom, botli from catarrh and those dread-
ful and if neglected, ine•itable conse-
quencee, pneumonia, lung troubles and
consumption, which so generally and
fatally prevail among our people.
Comrade Eli Fisher, of Salem, Henry
county, Iowa, served four years in the
late war and contracted a diseaae called
consumption by the doctors. He had
frequent hemorrhages. After using
Warner's Log Cabin cough and con-
sumption remedy, he says, under date
of Jan. 19th. lense: "I do not bleed at
the lungs any more, my cough doee not
bother me, anti I do tiot have any more
smothering spells." Warner's Log
Cabin rose cream cured hie wife of ca-
tarrh anti she le "sound and mein"
Of couree we do net like to have our
women called 1100e talkers and false
teeth owners, but these conditions can
be readily overcome In the manner in-
dicated.
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and False
Morning filet-las,
trail 'dips al purple, pink, sail WhIllt.
Vinod wit it tite wed Ile isf the %igen
A Nil Pirtml Neturs'e pretest alit,
With nitwit ellile rite ereee at ill.
A 111111. *pane my spirit sips,
Prom thy cool rims, thee dory lipt,
ineimengsr. trete easter, skies,
quaff front thee, sad thy beauty died
sult111 L ItocILZTV.
Henderson, Ky.
A Wise Patron of Tbe La. rol. Lottery.
A worthy Chicagoan is Mr. Peter
Klein, doing business at No.99 E. Ken-
sey St. He is a benevolent, frank and
social friend—like all old-time "Father-
landere" he will invest a spare doller in
a lottery and on a former occasion
eecured an $8,000 prize in 'Fhe Louisiana
State Lottery In association with his
brother-in-law. Of his latest good luck,
he was the possesur of a tractional tick-
et No. 3,894 which drew $300,000 in the
drawing. Aug. 7th lie vollected the
amount, $15,000, through the Express
company. His present busineu place
is a wooden-frame building for vending
rerreeliments, cigars, etc. He will erect,
on the lot which he owns, a niodern
brick block.—Chicago Ills.) Oscident,
Aug. 21.
Mee New Lute
Among the best of the late musical
publication. are the following : "Lizzie."
an easy mazurka for the piano, by Carl
Bohm, (40 eta.); " Leap Year Galop."
a duet for ta to, by J. B. Gram, (60
ots.); La Moridaine," a brilliant waits
for piano, by Bachtuann, 40 e'en;
"An Evening in Tyrol," a characteristic
piano-piece, by Oelehlegel, (50 ets );
and a beautiful song with chorus, by
Pinsuti, entitled '•Little Pilgrims,"
ne0 cts). Any of theee pieces of music
tient to any address by mall poet paid,
on recelpf. of the price, by 0. Ditson &
Co., Boston, Mass.
•
'File grand order of the Anti-Horse
Thief association, which meets in Tren-
ton, Mo., next month, is aid to be think-
ing of legit ing a challenge to a St. Lents
matrimonial bureau for a grand contest
In tying knots. Tee former aseociation
claims to excel the latter in speed grace,
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1 HE NEW ERA.
-PUBLISHID Br-
ainy Ere Printing end Publishing Cs.
HUNTS* WOOD, !resident!.
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DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
SOS PLIDIDISIIT,
GROVER CLEVELAND,
Or New roux.
IlVe V ICS. PLIBSIDRXT,
ALLEN 0, THURMAN,
Or 0110.
1401 CONGRESS,
W. T. ELLIS,
ow DAVIES/ COUNTY.
TRUSTS.
Taey are largely ?ri-
vals affairs, with
whoosh neither Ores.
'lest Cleveland Dor any
pri•ate collies has any
right to Interfere.-
lea. 4.1 Blaine's Poet-
ised speech.
It is notorious that
eompetitson is too often
strangled by combina-
tions quite prevalent
at this time, and fre-
quently called trusts,
which have for their
object the regulation
of the supply sod price
of oommodlties made
tied sold by members
of the oombinstion
The people can hardly
hope for any consider-
ation in the operation
of these selfish
schemes -Cleveland's
Message to congress.
Here are the opinions Jr the two lead-
ing men of their respe...ive parties; each
a true representative of Its principles.
'fake your choioe.
THAT FORFEIT.
For the benefit of thou not posted on
the subject, the New Ea. would say
that it would be impossible to collect by
law one single dollar of any forfeit,
se a forfeit, posted by any railroad com-
ae a guarantee that • contract made by
them would be complied with.
"REBEL DEMOCRATIC."
The following sentiment is credited to
lion. John S. Rhea, and a few of the
goody-good papers in this state have
been much'', wrought up over It:
Not a drop of blood in my veins, from
the crown of my bead to the sole of my
foot, but is rebel Democratic. If the
issue was to come again we would do it
over. But I thank God the war is over
and that the country is saved.
And what is there in this, pray, to get
excited over? There are hundreds of
thousands in the south who could make
the same claim and be perfectly honest.
These men fought for principle, they
did it because they believed they were
right; their forefathers did the same
thing and their grandchildren would
do likewise. Do you comprehend the
meaning of the last paragraph: "I thank
God the war is over and the country is
saved"? That sentiment shows where
the man's heart is; it shows him to be
true to principle, to his country. What
he fought for then (the principle he be-
lieved right) he would now-his coun-
try. In those days be believed in the
south, in these days he believes in the
Union. But perhaps there are a few
zealots who are frightened over this
sentence: "If the issue was to come
again we would do it over." Who
would not? It is the principle, not se-
cession or slavery, this man speaks of,
but the principle, any principle he be-
lieve I in. The man in him speaks. He
believes now in the union, because he
sees in it great good; that is principle
enough for him. Would you have him
a coward, cringing and back-eliding, de-
nying his country, his raising, his fath-
ers? No, let him speak out, but for
fear some overly-righteous fool will
misunderstand, let him diagram his
sentences, and explain that principle is
the same the world over. "I thank
God the war is over and the country
is saved."
It is pretty generally conceded now
that there will be but one or two, If
even that, of the magistrates who will
oppose the submission of the rallread
proposition to a vote of the people.
Such a thing as refusing the right of
suffrage is not known in • Kentucky
court and those magistrates approached
on the subject express a holy horror
that any such presumption should be
attributed to them. One of them in
conversation said: "The idea of a
Kentucky county court refusing to allow
the people to express an opinion on any
question affecting their interesta is
preposterous, and especially so on a
question of this magnitude. The people
have a right to decide their own mat-
ters, and we have no right to say they
shan't. I doubt, sir, if there can be
found two men who are so presumptu-
ous as to claim the right to think for
such an intelligent constituency as there
Is in Christian county. We may or may
not oppose the proposition, that lit a
separate and distinct mutat, and to be
decided afterward."
A disease which has become epidemic
bas broken out among the Republican
speakers in this country. It generally
catches them about the time an appoint-
tnent to speak with some Democratic
leader is at hand, and doubles them all
sip. Sam Hawkins, of Tennessee, has it
bad, and after about three speeches with
Goy. Bob l'aylor, had to retire; Gen.
Murry, of the same state, when asked to
meet the champion, instantly resolved
himself into a bow knot, and has not as
Fet been untied; Col. A. M. Swope, of
this state, succumbed to it on the day he
was to meet McKenzie at Nicholasville;
Billie O'Bradley has had it all summer;
Congressman Hovey, of Indiana, grew
so ill when a canvass with Matson was
suggested that his bosses called time;
the cold perspiration stood out on
Blaine's forehead and he started on a
dead run for the rear when Carlisle was
mentioned; In fact this epidemic has
assumed such proportions that the g. o.
p. is now running an opposition bureau
to the yellow fever sufferers and calling
loudly for aid and paregoric.
ladiana Republicans are all broke up
over the rumor that the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers propose throwing
all the strength of that powerful organi-
z ition into the fight to defeat Harrison.
About 150 members of the Grievance
committee have been in secret session in
hLago for two days, but it has been
impossible to And out exactly what ac-
tion they hare takes. The report leaked
.,ut, however, that suit is the object of
the meeting and this has gained credence
ma rough the fact that Congressman Law-
I r and a few other Democrats are dos-
• ed with them. This action is taken
beestase of Harrison's attitude toward
the strikers In 1877. If this report he
,i.e, and there are good grounds for be-
lieving it is, Harrison's chances for go-
ig to the White House are about as
• im as those of the man who opposes
itli ROW for congress.
IN AN UNGUARDED MOMENT.
A New Kea reporter listened to an ar-
gument made by a gentleman in a rail-
road meeting a few nights since, giving
reasons why the fanners should vote for
a proposition to build • new road which
was as strong a plea for tariff reform
anii the Mills bill am we ever heard.
The gentiertiaii lb question is a Demo-
crat, though of the }Caudal' echoed, •nd
the argiaroent he made then, though
nothing was farther from his thoughts,
would simply have knocked the pins out
from under his own house, liad lie at-
tempted to answer it from a tariff
point of view. Little it-ought he what
his arguments would be used for.
"rhere is one point upon which enough
has not been said," remarked the gen-
tleman. "While the evils of the high
outgoing freights have been fully set
forth, the incoming rates (import duty)
have not received the attention due
they.. Every barrel' o(, salt, every
pound of Iron, every yard of cloth, every
bag of et ffse, every hat, every suit of
clothes, every pair of Shoes, every piece
of uischltiery, in tact every thing
brought. itito ;imported) this market you
pay a heavy taz upon. You do not pay
this tee directly, but you pay it in the
Increased price of the article, wh1ch is
governed by the freight rate (tariff
dot)). This thing cuts both ways; you
pay coming In and you pay geing out.
Take this matter bolus with you; study
over It, and you will conclude that temi•
petition will save you more than enough
to pay your tazee."
The New Kea mall listened to this
argument with feelings of pleasure; it
proved to him, conclusively, that all
men, naturally, are tariff reformers.
One circumstance or another may de-
feat their course, but naturally they op-
pose the protection theory. A inure
powerful argument than this could not
have been made by Mills himself, yet it
Was made in an unguarded moment by
a high protectionist. What lie said upon
that yet asiou was eminently true as re-
lati-fg to the condition ot the farmer un-
der the present high tariff. If be wants
to buy a bag of salt, for his table use, he
must pay a tax of 39 per cent. on it; or
for an expenditure of $5 he would get
$3 05 in salt and $1 95 in protection.
This is the sort of tax he pays. The
government gets no benefit at all from
lilts; it all goea 111W the pockets of some
monopolist In the east. This is the idea
that the gentleman referred to above
wished to impress upon his hearers, and
tide same idea we would impress upon
our readers. Now suppose tills same
farmer should conclude to buy $5 worth
of salt fur his stock. What amount of
tax do • you suppose he would have to
pay on It He would pay $4.15 tax,
leaving him •,nly 85 cents worth of salt
for his $5. We do not propose to ex-
plain why salt in bulk is protected 83
per cent, and in bags only 39 per cent.,
and we have never heard of
any one else saho could do so. As
said, "every article that comes to this
market he pays a tax upon." When he
gUra to bed in the winter he sleeps under
r blanket that is taxed to the extent of
$1,80 in every $5; when he buys a $10
suit of clothes, he pays $4 privilege tax
to some rich monopolist. "The question
cute both ways," and we hope that every
II1411 in t.,e county will thoroughly in-
vestigate the matter; "take it home
with you; study over it, and you will
conclude that competition will save you
more than enough to pay your taxes."
The New Elia thanks the gentleman
for the able tariff speech, and sincerely
hopes that he will "take it home with
him, and study over it," and perhaps he
a ill conclude that competition pays in
more ways than one.
A discussion of the negro question has
for some time been going on in the
pages of the Forum, in which Senator
Wade Hampton on one side and Mr.
Geo. W. Cable and Senator Chandler, of
New Hampshire, on the other side have
participated. Now, la the forthcoming
October number, Senator Eustis, tf
Louisiana, takes up the controversy in
a way tnat leaves no excuse for mietak-
trig hid weaning. He proceeds at once
to declare that this "q•leation is a run-
ning acre in our boly politic;" and he
looks with no hope of healing in Fed-
eral interference or northern philan-
thropy and moral prescriptions. He
boltisythat the negro Is by nature, and
by nature always will be, essentially
different from the white man ; that the
two races can never perfectly assimilate;
that there will always be a quasi hostil-
ity between them; that they cannot
rule together, but that one must rule
over the ozher. Ti) prove this last as-
sertion, he quotes an interesting chapter
from Haytian history. Senator Eustis
does not discuss remedies for this sore,
because in the nature of things he doubts
if there is a remedy. What nature has
made irreconcilable, he does uot know
how to reconcile. But lie is firmly of the
opio!on that nothing is to be gained by
nt•rthern agitation of the subject, which
he regards as offensive when the history
of the importation of the negro is re-
called. 'file southern people have the
problem, and it ought to be left to their
good sense and justice to solve it, if it
ban be solve 1 at all. Certainly nobody
else can solve it.
From DOW until the election the New
Ea• proposes to devote a good deal of
its space to political matters. It will
endeavor to place before the people the
best speeches arid articles from the best
authors on the subject of tariff reform
as advocated by the Democratic party
and expressed in the Mills bill. This is
a subject with which every man should
familiarize himself, in order that he may
vote intelligently. The election is not
a contest between !nee, nor is it one of
party, except in so far as these parties
repreaeut principles. The grand prin-
ciples advocated by the Democratic par-
ty are those which every man having
the good of his country at heart can
swear by. Our two great leaders are
men who have proven by their seta that
they are the friends of labor, and they
they stand squarely and fitly on the
platform. Believing this it is the New
ERA's purpose to present as clearly as
possible, editorially and otherwise, to
the people the advantages of one over
the other-Democratic over Republican
principles. On another pare, the fourth,
will be found the great .pee.-11 made by
the Old Roman at Port Huron. To
thou who have read it we say, read it
again; those who have not read it should
read it twice.
Tie fortification bill has become a la w,
the president having signed it. This is
one of the most important measures
passed by congress, and appropriates
$17,317,000 for fortifications and the pro-
curement of heavy guns for naval and
military use. It also opens the way for
private competition for thia work, some
thing which we hive not had before
We will yet have a navy soil fortifica-
tions worthy of our,linportance and all
due to the Democratic party.
The Ilendenion Gleaner in an editorial
on the refusal of Jas. Breathitt to make
the race for congress, says that many
leading Republicans have written to
Chairman Jno. Breathitt to call a con-
vention an.1 nominate another man.
The Gleaner further suggests the name
of Col. Joe. G. Adanis as the most suit-
able man for the honor. It is not prob-
able that a convention will be called.
NOWA of a riot comes from Rio Grande
City. A tight occurred there between
an American and a Mexican and as was
to be expected the American came out
on top. As a consequence the greasers
wanted to hang mild American, and a
riot was precipitated. Gov. Ross, of
Texas, has ordered all the state rangers
to proceed at once to the scene, as well
u the sheriffs of all the counties along
the border.
The New Kea %mild suggest that
those pastors who did not take up a col-
lection for the benefit the yellow fever
sufferers last Sunday, do so off the next.
A great deal of money is needed and
Hopkinsville should lend a helping hand.
Our sister cities have contributed liber-
ally, and we should tlo no less.. It Is
not expected that people %s ill give more
than they are able; each little mite
helps to swell the sum. Our brothers
in the south are in great distress; hu-
manity demands that we heed their cry.
Mr. J. M. Griffin, of Jasper, Ind ,
will issue the first number of the Wert-
ern Kentucky Progress in Owensboro,
next Saturday. It is to be Republican
In politics. It is sincerely hoped that
Mr. Griffin's venture will be successful,
for, as the Inquirer esys, the Democrats
need something to stir them up.
The town of Prospect, Term , being
in frantic fear of yeilow lever, has quar-
antined iteelt against the whole world.
It is difficult to see how the rest ot tide
lonesome planet is going to exist while
thus cut Of from all communication
with Prospect.
The Hardin County ludepentletit,
published at SlIzsbethtown, has made
Its appearance. If the editor will only
continue to get out as newsy a paper as
the one before us, his venture will doubt-
less be a successful our.
E. H. Hopper Dead.
Peace to 111* allied, &MI all 1110110r to
his memory ! Ills lite was longer than
the average term of wan, and in the
full measure of his days, he made for
hiniaelf a character so exemplary that
his family lilts a rich inheritance lit Ida
name, and his friends feel a just pride
in hi* record.
Iii all the relations of life lie was hon-
orable, faithful and just.
Ile never shirked a responsibility,
dishonored an obligation or betrayed a
trust.
In all matters of public interest and
enterprise in the community where lie
lived, his counsel was eagerly sought
and his opinion profoundly respected.
lu the closer relations of friendship and
family his loyalty was inviolable and,
his devotion unwavering.
He was entirely free from anything
like vain-glory or unwarranted tedurups
mei. He made no boastful claims, telt
conducted himself with true niodesty,
and always manifested the kindest eon•O
sideration for others.
Living from day to day in the faithrei
discharge of every duty, his summons
into eternity, though shockingly sudden*
found him absolutely ready.
In the prosecution of business he we,
influenced only by !nerdy motives, and
Invariably guided by the most scrupu-
lous honesty. His many virtues so out-
numbered his few faults, that the latter
have no place in the memory of his
fellow men.
Ile was ale ays swift on errands of
mercy, and constantly watchlul for an
opportunity to be generous. Ile toilette/I
his kind eyes to the glaring short-com-
ings of others, and magnified all their
good deeds.
In summing up the rare excellencie-
of thid noble christian gentleman, we
dad that the element+, of truth, kindne“
and usefulness were so (Ili/0d in him is
to have fulfilled the destiny of a gloriods
ntanhood, and the precious memory k
his worthy career will no doubt linger
long as a benediction upon the people
among whom he lived.
His life challenged my sincerest ad-
miration, and in his death I experience
a sincere sorrow. In the name of that
true and tried friendship which existed
between us for it. many years, 1 ofi'er
this heartfelt tribute to his honored
memory. His death is indeed a sore
affliction to his family, a great grief to
his innumerable friends and an irrepar-
able loss to the state of Kentucky at
large. J. C. I.., JR.
New York Sep. 22nd, 1868.
On His Ear.
it will be remembered that some
days ago Judge Landes tried Mr. J. E.
Withers, of Henderson, on the charge
of using the same beer stamps twice in
violation of the revenue laws, and that
Mr. Withers was diehlesed on account
of lack of evidence. Mr. Withers is
wrathy over the matter and proposes
t make it hot for some one, and the
Henderson Journal thus tells of how lie
is going to do it:
Suit was filed in the Henderson eir-
cult court yesterday by Mr. J. E. With-
ers against Geo. H. Delvin and Robert
Holloway (members of the firm of Del-
vin it Holloway), asking $15 000 as
damages to his character and for helot
imprisonment. TIrls action grows out
of the arrest of Withers in connection
with the violation of revenue laws,
for which he was recently acquitted.
The case will come up at the Octobf
term. In conversation least evenieg,
Judge Cassell, counsel for plaintiff,
stated that he had written to Owensboro
and will, as soon as the name. of the
proper parties can be secured, file suit
ageing the Owensboro Inquirer for
libel. The Inquirer published &lengthy
account of the arrest of Mr. Withers,
and gave what purported to be an ac-
count of his doings, heading the article,
in a flawing head-line, "Caught." For
Old Mr. Withers wants a goodly, round
411111.
Casty Flab-Bar Joints.
D. Forgy and bride, nee Miss Du-
Vail, of Nashville, returned Wednesday.
Miss Belle Henry returned front Ha-
densville Tuesday.
One of the finest tobacco crops this
county has ever grown is being cut now.
Miss Fannie Garnett is the guest of
Hopkinsville friends this week.
'Squire Warfield and Tucker Williams
spent Wednesday lii Hopkinsville.
'Squire and Mrs. Brasher have moved
to Hopkineville, where they will reside
in future.
Miss Jennie Peay has quite a flourish-
ing school at Edgewood academy. She is
a fine teacher.
The material for the new depot has
arrived at last, much to the satisfaction
of the loug suffer ing public.
Rev. Dr. Lackey, of Mo., will bold
[foreleg and evenirig services in the
C. 1'. church here Sept. 30th, all are
cordially invited to attend.
Col. an I Mrs. Hancock returned Fri-
dey from a two weeks outing in Ohio
and the lake country. They had a
splendid trip.
Marion F. Garnett and wife returned
to their Texts home last week af er a
month's visit to relatives here. They
were just In thne to escape quarantine.
OLo HENNESSEY.
Teachers' Institute of ChriatlawCe.
Programme for meeting to be, iheld
at Hopkinsville, Ky., Sept. 29th, 1888.
Place of meeting at public school build-
lug.
,cio_open ing exercises.
9:15-Address of welcome. H. L. Holt.
9:50-Response, H. It. Newton.
9:45-A ppliances for Teaching Primary Read-
ing and How to use Thsm, C. H. Inetrich.
10:10-Methods in Spelling, M's. May Wood
and Mrs. C. Li Harrison.
10:35--Serond Year Work in Reading. Mrs.
R M.Crambam.
II :Ott-Recitation, Charles Prouse.
11:10-The Brain and Nervous System, hr.
W . M. Fuqua.
None INTZ101189103.
1:3C-Frrors in the use of the Verb, Messrs.
C. A. C. Lindsay and E. K. Copier.
2:05- good Method-what is It IC, H.
Dietrich.
2:0-The County Teachers' esolosiattese F.
H fgensh•w and C. B. Pitman.
8:00.-The Blackboard and its Proper Use,
H I,. Holt anti Miss Ellen West
:30-Teat-tong Advanced Reading, His Mora
C stark..:0 4 0-iseellqueous Business and Adjourn-
ment.
Approved by the
C. II. Denim:1i,
errm•,
Comm LIittee / ss C. B. 
P st
„ONIE oRIOVICR,
A. G. BILECH•41,
•
The true Atnericen has
a warm place In hle,heart
for the old Loo (teem
It's not "Engliett you
know," but from the
Log Cabins of America
have eprueg men in every
respect greater than any
from the grand castleisof Europe. War-
ner's Log Cabiu Sarsaparilla is the best
In the world.
Mir
THE DREAD DISE1SE.
Yellow Fever Spreading Rapidly
Cities Being Depopulated.
w 'blest exult, ni• lit prevails in the
southern cities over the spread of yellow
fever. Retugees are fleeing by the thou-
sands and cities are being rapidly de-
p fpulated. latest news from tin'
Infected districts are given beiow.
.1.schsosev1tur, Ft • , Sept. 21.-The
official bulletin for the twenty-leer
hours ending at b p. esterday, re-
peels 131 new cotes 1111.1 13 deaths. To-
tal cases to date, 1,464, total deaths, le5.
lisaeRsvii.Lx, FLA., Sept. 21 -There
are no new cases of yellow fever here.
In all there are six cases and line death
up to date. There is a strong belief that
there will be no epidemic. lii spite of
denials, it is believe I that yellow fever
is now in Fernandina. There is no fur-
ther news to-day from SleCieriny.
Masi:oils, TENN , Sept. 21 -A prIve.e
telegram received here (hie foremen' an-
nounced ten cases of yellow lever at
Decatur, Ala. The news caused great
excitement and uneasiness, which was
only partially allayed by telegreins sub-
et fluently received arid showing that the
first reports were exaggerated. Mana-
ger Armstrong of the Western I•nlou
office at Decatur telegraphed as follows :
"The doctors say there Is one very
suspicious case here. Tills is doubted
by a few. There Is Ito one hilt me lift
In my (Olive. I am efreld 1 will not be
able to fiend anything further. The
tuwit is almost depopulated."
Tills was followed by an announce'
meet from Mottiriger Howerd, of the
Western ['lion cffice here, that until
further notice the Decatur vffi at would
close at Ii p. tu., consequently 110 (till
report was received here later.
During the afternoon the manager of
the Southern express ottice here was
wired by the agent at Decatur that there
were several eases of fever in the town,
adding that great excitement prevails.
People are fl.e.eing and store houses are
being closed.
lit partial confirmation of the alarm-
ing reports came the hollowing from Dr.
Plunket to Dr. Thornton, presi lent of
the Metnphis board of health : "Iwo of
those exposed t Spencer's case sick.
One dead."
Dr. Wirt Johnson; the state health
officer of Miesiesippi, telegraphs Dr.
Thornton, of the Memphis board of
health, that there are three cases of yel-
low fever at Jackson, Miss. They were
examined by four physicians, among
them Dr. J. IL Purcell, who hi ts passed
through two epidemics in Memphis.
All four pronounced the disease lelbow
fever. Memphis to-night varantined
against Jackson. Greenville, Columbus
and other Miseissippl towns have done
the same.
MONTGOMERY, ALA , Sept. 21 -Dr.
Jerome Cochran to-night received the
following telegram from Jacket)°, Miss:
J•CICSON, MISS , Sept. 21.-1)r..le-
rome Cochrane, state health racer of
Alabama: At a condultation just held
between Drs. Harringtoe, Ilueter, Gil
loway, Tood, Morgan and myseit tor Ilils
RIM Dna. Engle111111 Anil Parrett of
Vicksburg, it was iinarelmoualy decided
that the cases here are yellow fever.
WIRT JOHNSON, M. 11.,Health Officer.
Immediately on the receipt of the
above, the Montgomery board of health
and municipal authorities established a
strict quarantine against Jackson.
Later-A prominent and well known
citizen of Decatur telegraphs it friend in
Montgomery to-night as follows: "The
outlook here is bad. There are several
cases of yellow fever, without a doubt."
A New ERA reporter met with Dr.
John 0. McReynolds, of Elkton, Ky., at
Guthrie, yesterday, who informed him
that he had attended a meeting at Guth-
rie on Sunday night, of the Executive
committee of the Kentucky state board
of health, compoceti of Dr. Pinkney
Thompson, of Henderson, president,
Dr. J. N. McCormick, of Bowling
Green, secretary, and himself, at which
a resolution was passed-in substance as
follows:
Reso:sed, That we, the Executive
committee of State Board of health of
Kentucky do not believe that the chalet
he condition necessary for the spread of
yellow lever exists in our state slid there
is no real cause to fear its spread among
us. But to guard against all probable
danger, and that our people may feel se-
cure we have placed inspectors upon
all roads leading from the south, whose
busines-s it MIMI be to see that no sus-
picloue person or baggage be all awed to
come into the state without bring prop-
erly guarded and eared for.
Dr. McReynolds expressed the opin-
ion that there was not the slightest
danger of aily one having yellow fever
in Odd climate and thought the appoint-
ment of Inspectors unnecessary and
would only have the tendency to alarm
the people living along the lines of
railroads In this end of Kentucky and
hence was opposed to the appointment
of the inspectors. But being In the ml
flora), on the Executive committee Ida
views did not prevail.
Stiange as it may seem there are those
Iii this city who are uneasy about the
yellow fever. A report was circulated
on the streets Monday to the effect that
there was a case of fever in Madisonville,
but a telegram of inquiry sent by the
New ER• 800t1 set that at rest. The re-
port that Guthrie had quaran ined
doubtless originated because of the meet-
hig of the executive board of health
there Sunday night.
The 2frotil Dews the south is most
heart-rending. The fever is spreolifig
rapidly and Ill less than a week svill Lw
al/ over that section. T:oe situation in
Jacksonville is growing worse each day,
163 new cases beteg reported for the
twenty-four hour's ending at 6 p. tn.
Saturday night. Decator, Ala., Is al-
moot depopulated, but ten new cases
and one death were reported for the
same period in that city. They have
asked for aid. as the funds on hand are
insufficient to meet the needs. Several
new cases are repo' ted from Jackson,
Miss., and the same report comes from
the smaller towns In Florida, Nearly
every town in the south, not already in-
fected, has quarantined against the
world. Memphis is in a frenzy, the
people there being scared out of their
wits, o business at all is traneacted.
Nadliville Ito' shut her doors, tight and
fast, while Chattanooga, will allow no
man within a mile. Help is needed and
needed badly all over the south. Cities
and towed allover the country are send-
ing contributions, but every dollar that
can be subscribed is needed.
The official bulletin issued at U o'clock
Sunday evenhig by the board of health
at Jacksonville, reports that there were
133 new cases and 10 dredge for the pre-
ceeding twenty-four hours.
Only two new cases were reported
from Decatur, but there is riothIng left
for the fever to work on, except a few
dugs and a lot of empty houses. So far
there have been seventeen cases and four
deaths there.
There was only one case at Jackson.
Miss., but there were two deaths. To-
tal to date, fount en cases and four
deride,.
The steamer Granite State, which
left Memphis Friday evening, Was not
allowed to land at Hickman arid Cbluin-
bus, Ky.
Telegrams received at the poototilce
department, Washington, Tueolay, from
several points in the soutleindicate that
uearly all the railroad trains in Missis-
sippi and Alabama have been stopped
by yellow fever iiivasion. The only
certain route now open to New Orleans,
It is stated, is by way of Montgomery,
and even this is constantly threatened.
A telegrani front Jacksonville Tues-
day says: Yeeterday's northeaster has
been succeeded by a cold rain and driz-
zle that continued throughout the day
and evening. Thla weather is unfavor-
able for the sick, but it Is encouraging
to note that only live deaths have [wit
reported. New cases, however, still
continue in abundance. The report to-
day shows 113, of which eighty-five are
colored and twenty-eight whites. To-
tal eases reported to date, 1,991; tend
and deaths, 217.
The hill introduced by R 'presentative ber 1-t, to consider the submission of
Wheeler, of Alabama, to establish camps B. A. Neale's propesition to Iffehl the
for yellow fever refugee'', recites that Cairo it Cumberland Gap road. All
many citizen', are How fleeing from cities inagistreoes are rt quested to le present.
and districts infected or threateued with
yellow fever and are hieing tufarauthied.
bill atittiorizes the presideet to es-
tabliah eirepe of refuge in ouch localities oweesueru Messenger.
as may be designated, and pruelde tents,
beds, camp etpalpege, provisions, medi-
cal atteielenee, medical stores, etc., to
be supplied; that all camp equipage in-
feetel by yellow fever b., dertroved by
tire after the disappearance of the epi-
slernie, fold appropriat is $500,000 to car-
ry mit the provision's of the act.
WASHINGTON, Sept. '24.-The hotter
appropriation committee tailed to act to-
day on the bill giving $100,000 for the
relief of yellow fever sufferers, owing to
the question ot conatitutioual power in
the metier, which hit, ariteri Ill the
minds of soils met:there of the COM-
wittee.
J•citsoevuda, let•., Sept 26 -The
official bulletin tow the twenty -four hours
rho log at 6 p. mu yeeterilay reports 143
new users, ef which s5 are colored peo-
ple; deaths 4; total cases to date 2,134,
total deaths to date 221.
'Iwo new cases and four deaths are re-
ported tram Decatur.
Four death's OnlY were reported at
Jacksimvil le Wednesday, but there
were 113 new eases. There wele two
ileeths at Decatur, Ala.
•
Les Cahill Success
What ails the young men l'
Robert Garrett's father left tilm a
fortuue of twenty 1111111011C Ile was
from childhood reared in lexury ; he
received a spleediti education With ail
especial training into a thorough know-
ledge of railroad management and was
expected, to succeed his father as a
railroad kitig.
Within three years after the responsi-
bilities which his father's death threw
upon him were assumed, he is reported
a broken down man, with coded and
health permanently shattered.
George Law is another young man
lett with millioris of money, who is
reported among the "wrecks." His
fattier, bred a atone mason, was of
gigantic size and strength, with corn-
nieneurate brain power, so he Ix came •
great contractor, then a railroad king
and left half a tit zen uiihlloils for his son
to dissipate. The 3 oung man is a suc-
ceed as a diesipator.
The thiniders oh both of these great
estates were born in the most humble
walks of life, grew strong, mentally
arid physically, by simple living arid
honest labor awl developed iiito tillati-
cial Their sons were rested in
tlin. lap uf luxury and developed into
Jet:diet:teal pigutied.
Toe great men of our country have
not, as a rule, come from the elegaht
mansions of the cities, but from the Log
Cabins of the rural districts. Simple
ways of living, freedom from dissipaition
arid ener vette* pleasure'', airs:pie renie-
uies tor dieeaee, t fftctive and which
leave 1111 poison in the ay •Leiti, deVelop
brawny, brainy men, who compel the
world to reeognize their streegth and
power.
The vs holeemne, old-feshioned Log
Cabin remedies are the latest and surest
Ion family use. Our grandmothers knew
how to prepare the teas and syrups oh
roots, lie-be and b..leastis which drive
diteaee out of the system by natural
nuetlexis and leave no after ill effects
The most potent of these old-time reme-
dies were, after long •nd searchieg in-
vestigation, secured by H. H. Warner
of safe cure fame, and are now put out
for the "healieg of the nations" h. the
Warner's log Cabin remedies.
Regulate the regulator with Warner's
Log l'abin sarsaparilla and with pure
blood giving health, strefigth, eterital
and bodily vigor, you may hope to cope
successfully with the most gigantic
financial problems of the age, without
wrecking health and manhood.
Court of Claims to Meet.
Judge Winfree has celled a ...eeting
of the court of claims for Monday, Octo-
Senator Wigs.
Toe inclemency of the weather did
not prevent a 1 age and g. oil humored
crowd assembling at the Pare Saturday
evening to witness the race betwee
W, igadale's Cleveland anti R. B
Withers' Senator. Several ladles were
present arid took • lively interest in the
affair. Both horses were looking well
as they came up for the stsrt. The first
heat was close and exciting; at the start
Cleveland made a bad tweak arid Seriator
having the iusifie track gained on him
until the quarter pole was teachtd a hen
Cleveland begin to climb up, but me
other break lost him the heat and Sen-
ator came in ahead, time 2 :49,1"
'Fri-second heat was won by Senator
in 2:50. In the third heat both borate
got a good start but Senator soon pulled
ahea 1 and kept it to the end, winning
easily In 2:56.
MARKET REPORTS.
HOPKINSYILLE.
Corrected for each issue by the local dealers.
B•cos.
Ham•--Country
Hams-Sug•r-cured
Shoulder* 
1.11.1ed .
BRZ•11 tvVvrs
Patent Flout .... 5 000,
choice Family. 4 50 to
P111111 Family 4 00 to
Graham Flour . 2Itse
Rye Flour ..... 314
Buckwheat Flour .
Meal, per bush  to
Hominy. per gal  Solo 65
Gritedoer gal ...... is to
couNtev ?tootle'
Butler, Choice .....
Butter, Medium 
Cheese 
Eggs
Feathers, Prone
Feathers, Low tirades  
Beeswax 1510 lie
Tallow 5 to be
lienseng   111 50 per lb
Kraut, per gal S5 to
Honey 16
Clean Wool 
 ••  IN tole
Burry Wool Mt° Ile
Dry Holes 'ito lit-
Green Hides ............. 4 to be
Helen Fault.
111., to IS
16 to 14c
tO II
10ai
•
2'1
Awes 7 loge
Peaches, peeled IV, to 15c
Peaches, un yr led  Ito Sc
Imp 82200.
Sapling Clover.
RANI clover 
Timotny
Orchard Grass 
Reit Top
Blue Gram
White seed Oats
Black Seed iyats
11,4Y AND rue.
Bran, per bush.
Bolted Meal
Timothy Hay, per liumned .
Cl••ver Hay, per hundred
Milted flay, "
Portray.
Chickens, live, per dos
Chickens, miaow. , per lb
Duets. . .
Geese 
Turkeys 
WHEAT,
No. 2 
Nog
251.054
Stut.0
II 00 to .
1 40 lot 60
75c
1 00 to 1 II
46 to 50
46 to So
nu to
Into
les to
75 to
it4 to
SO to 3 00
tutu) 10
et to 10
410 10
to 10
to SO
70 to 7.5
white , . L. l./ .1_7 ,18. C .'ll..1.5.
ted(Correc for every Issue rem itis daily pa-
pers of the .lay before..
, tiltAIN A 1141.
westi•-1, ' leel•e
New No. 9 Loneherry bb
Colin-No. I mixed 
NT to
46 to 17
ln ear 
471, to
CO CO
0 Al's— ..
ra-No. 2 
Lo
11 A Y 
-Fancy timothy 15 100657:
It 
IC•ohwoigCe 4 redee. ... .. . ' .. ' . 11 :to
Straw, per ton   100 to
BACON-Sides 
Shoeldete . PROVISIONS.. 
10 to Ile,
Bts'41..71,-sildiedrees 
. ......... ..
!it'll* It •t: Unlit-4 . .  
to
it , to 904
FLol'a--Choire patent*  $ if to 6 sO
Plain latent, ... .. ..... .   4 71 to i 00
4 56 to 4 74
UPhlaolii(i'efancy 
. .. .. 
Extra family  
 4 15 to
..   2 to to 1 7.5
buckwheat
Corn meal per hundred lb. bolted. 51 530611:6 N5
1..oUistli.i.e, Ky., Sept. at. -C • TTLE—The
market is quiet and unchanged 1111 priced.
Hints
-The market is slow and eisier.
sense AND L•stes-The market is about
steady.
CL A:PKI T' Ith:eruluAns. ge-ki a' CI if Steam11 al b 1 l) ° i‘rililo le°bi  ertau l'Ir saceniQuo klinex:, e'. Al.  rA ' Ta: se.. ' )1 iP: p. it 1  
---------------------9 
 11.1/4'3111°:141°1° 
to
 il:. ;
lea•40:5 to 5 Out
alLsyliultgii'lihi ult rs*tli:,expillpting, 1,100 SO 1.54M
1 "5 to 4 lb
. 
IS' to 3 At
Common and rough oxen I 00 to 2 75
Verlere 
21 CW715 1°to 22 
50
50
Best butchers . .. ......... 1 7505 to 37756
Heliumom m oii to giim,esdi, bu intik* bent  
bilatelahweriags , ..hutchen•  21000  to. 21 5(0
Thin, rough steers, poor sows an: °° t° 3 76
 
 6 20 to 6 16
Hogs, Choice packing and
toFbaoi ra til° rood butcher,. '. ....  46 (;06 ,t,:: 65 1510
Light medium butchers.- . 575 106 00
a oh:
eP.1 ,4iiink:a. Fiirtog°° 1bi P16 • . . 8  3 75to ...  1it1olxTr:;1:u..
 • so 5 SO
ccoutoinaw medium Iloilo. .. $ Vito{ SS
• "4111•••-
Dixie Denies It.
Mr. Dixie W 'bon, of
will shortly remove to this city and
open a wholeeele coefel.tionery and
fruit huffiness. Ile Is said to be an en-
terprising young man who bas made a
signal efieeeed iii the came line at Hop-
kinsville.
•
That Rarest of Combinations.
True delicacy of flavor with title effi-
cacy of action has been obtained in the
famous California liquid fruit remedy,
Syrup of Figs. Its pleasant taste 111111
beneficial vffecte letve rendered it im-
mensely popular. For sale in 60 centa
and $1 00 bottles.
The blood le the regulator. Regulate.
the Regulator with Warfier's Log Cabin
Sarsaparilla. It cures all impurities.
It is the largest bottle Ill market-120
doses for $1. Your druggist sells it.
Buy it for your family's benefit as well
as your own.
•111111111. •
Marriage Umpire.
F. H. Shatikliti to It. A. Yaocey.
C. R. Nicolls to Georgia Siummertilli.
Vatilloofer to Mary Pepper.
George Morgan to Sarah Cooksey.
R. B. Sharper to Annie McGarr.
F. C. Clardy to Lizzie Moore.
G. B. Un lerwood to Adelia Ducker.
cotomeo
Henry Parks to Greenie Morris.
Louis Ritter to Lucy Green.
Win. Leavell to EliZ 4 Lacy.
James Cox to Lucy Cox.
Eczenti, Itchy, Scaly, Skin Tortures.
The simple application of ••Swayne's
Ointuient," without any internal medi-
cine, will cure any case of 'letter, Salt
Rheum, Ringworm, Piles, Itch, Sores,
Pimples, Eczema, all Sealy, itchy Skin
Eruptions, no Metter how obstinate or
long standing. It is potent, effective,
and costa but a trifle.
lad Hugs at Pilot Rock.
Mr S S. Millet, a gentleman from
near Pilot Rock, was in well Sitttlfdlly
said reports the most intense excitement
In the exstern portion of this county,
occasioned by the h.reeersee of mad hogs
Ill Viet vicifilt3. iit say', emus hop be-
longirig to Mr W. It. Ilendereoni, livi.ig
at Pilet Itch, were bitten by a strange
mad dog that (*win. throug'i that way,
slid that tiwy •iiimis.takable
signs ot hydrophobia several days inter,
and in their turn bit other nestle of
@wine. I owe, sheep, mid other animals
a ere iii the lot with the hogs and ',eve
been confl led to see if the dread disease
develops mit. of its horrid sytnptouis in
them. Saturday morning Mr. Hender-
son killed his entire drove of flee hogs,
about a iloZeti head, that Ii id been fat-
tened for winter 11Pe. The matter has
created the rit at intense excitement,
and the future developments of the case
al -I be awaited with the greatest inter-
mit. A smial horse, also, is repotted
from Caldwell comity.
Neale Proposes.
B. A. Neale, president of the Ceiro
and Cumberland (lap, hss submitted his
proposition to the people of Trigg coun-
ty. Briefly summarized, Mr. Needle, ac-
cording to the Telephone's report, wants
the people of Trigg county, including
the town of Cadiz, to give $50,000, •nd
the town of Cadiz., independent of the
county, to give $20,000 additional, mak-
ing a total of $70,000. So it will be seen
that Cadiz pays $20,000 herself, and then
assumed an equal proportionate share of
the $50,000 asked of the county, arid not
one dollar's worth of the bond.; is asked
to be issued until ;lie road is completed
through from Cairo to Cadiz. Mr. Neale
further stated that his company would
put two thousand hands at work, with
all necessary appliances tor a vigorous
prosecution of the enterprise, who
would be divided into two parties, one
thousand put to work at Cairo, and one
thousand at llopkinaville, the work to
commence within twenty days after the
auceptance of hie proposition. The most
astonishingly liberal teature of his prop-
osition is the clause in which he agrees
to bind his company to build a free
bridge for the passage of wagons and
horsemen, in connection with the rail-
road bridge, over the Cumberland river
at Canton.
Children Cry
FOR PITCHER'S
astoria
Centaur Liniment is the most wonderful Pain-Curer
the world has ever known.
he Big Fair!
—AT THE—
DRIVING •or,'APPARK,
Will Be Held
October 3, 4, 5 and 6.
This will positively be the
BIGGEST FAIR
ever hold in Christian county. Stalls for nearly
100 horses have been engaged.
Be sure and attend the OPENING DAY, Oct. 3
and witness the beautiful
Classic Rolm Chariot boo.
Relative Financial
Mattal if narano
Streilgth
Coquici.
Name anti Dewitt
0116ANIZ•TION.
1I Liatollure
4=
is something you never saw before on a half
mile track. Arrangements have been
made for 2 Chariots with 4 horses
to each Chariot.
The Fair will be so much larger and better than
any ever held in this county, that all the
11. (XI re isl.K 1869
New York 1843
Penn hf mos' 1847
Nort li western 1857
Conn Mutual _1546
Mutual Benefit 1845 ,
Mutual N I 1842 1
Washiegton.... 18611.1
Mmitusi ot Ky 1888 , 1
$66 274,664
70 659 661
10,760 998
24 1416.130
61.417,759
38 834,065
111.273,965
8,304,605
b1.207 610
earplua for
Dividends to
Polley Udders i Surplus.
a$18 MN 155
a11de4e 377
61,839,261
a4.041.6s9
6.225,739
3.276,597
7,539.887
563,778
*4,0'49
, increase or 1A4.io eaelli
I Decrease ot ODOR of
Liatithtlea. 
$ 1,v48,379 $127 60
-417109 117 00
347.492 117 00
-2951473 116 00
-21443 11180
90,64.4 1 1(400
, 427.647 107 00
66,467 107 00
-4673 1 1150')
From the spectator Poet et lade' ./ f-, Means • oeereass. [al fact sem Tontine Surplus 181
Include. only the 41, per cent reserve.
A Decreasing Surplus means impaired ability to pay to policy holders in the
future such dividends as heretofore paid, iind a decreasing security for the pay-
nient of the policy at maturity, in the face of probable lower rates of interest on
ouch prime investments as a prudent Life Assurance Company sbould make. An
locreashig Surplus indicates amplest security for the payment of all policies at
mdturity, and is the strongest possible guarantee that current satisfactory divi-
dends to policy holders will be maintained in the future.
ROE it LYON, JOHN I. HESTER,
M'g'rs., Louisville Branch Office. Dist. Ag't., Hopkinevilks, Ky.
wanted! wanted !!
To sell
$15,000_00
worth of
Clothing, Cloaks, Boots and Shoes,
DR:SS NM, GOODSA.,
For $7,000.00
To be convinced of the fact that we mean
business, look at our suits and overcoats of
$12.00, $15.00, $18.00 and $20.00
41
iFp
FiC)Igt.
41))
GIP
T ,
Our Cloah,JilchisINenlit8,
REDINCOTES, Etc.
For prices $10.00, $12.00, $15.00 and $20.00.
FOR $7.50
Dress Goods at Abut
3
Muclialts ill Ton will Clon ti Storis REGULAR PRICE.
the first afternoon and let their employees at-
tend.
'Arrangements have been made with the
L. & N. R R. to bring passengers from Norton-
ville and all intermediate stations to the fair on
the morning local freight, with coach attached,
and to hold the same train here until 5:30 in the
afternoon of each day-
Remember that it costs nothing extra for your
vehicles and horses to enter the grounds.
Some of the most noted horses in the coun-
try will be here to do battle for the one thous-
and dollar trotting race,
We must close this stock
Out by
Don't wait or you will regret it.
WriteptRoEtshIeD8EecT.RS cretary fur a Catalogue.sEcETA
NI 
rralikel 
SOIL
H. H. Abernathy, A. D. Rodgers, 
M
A GREAT MURDER
NO ONE KILLED 13I.T
'r Ii 113c.sstc:sim. Saitcsi-€5
In vsIHU9HKsNG HIGH PHICES-Striking them right and left Knocking them
down to alsoit 045; It sur THEIR. UstT A L SIZE. There is great rejoicing among the
poop e of Montgomery and adoi Meg r1,111•111•A 1•:rer1.1y is surprised. Es ervh• dy is
Owsatoundeti at way THE110aTON STOKE is rutting 5.,w n the prices of
goods. Buy there once and you will to. mere
Save Your Hard Earned Money
-- AND 11)5111E FUR OUR—
DegVGOODR, CLOTHING, HOOTS ADD $111015:•4. HATS AND CAPS, NO.
1110S110. JE Ws. IA11, ETC.
EVerytilltiff et pew. s nes cr before offered in t. Iiirkssille All it ell selected goods. Ileut and
latest 14, les. Fresh from the New Yo k market, lcine awl see for yours.df.
Don't forget the place - settle's old stand.
Eilesiched. o.xxd.Miro-cern =criaestic E5c. Pox "Ward!
•
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THE NEW ERA.
low Ere
Wendt got-using..
Rev. J. M. GIII preached at the Cum-
-rustuseeo sr- beriand Presbyterian church Sunday
evenhig.
Printing and Publish ng Co.
HUI CNN 1W1111•11, !reels
111 A TZAR.
!Catered at the Poeliollice ta Hopkteseille aa
eecond Masa Rafter.
RIDA'f. SEPTEMBER 28,1. •
Quite a number of Hopkinsville gen-
tlemen attended the races at Nashville
this week.
Mr-. Mcliartie illdeliver the ('hild's
Bible in Hopkinsville about the last of
September.
Gus Tandy, a prominent young
/ business man, of Fairview, ii with P)e,
Dicken it Wall during Mr. Robert
Green'. Inoue.
To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
Some anb riartstv.
Mime John am Beard ha* returned from Louis-
ville.
11. A Berne*, of Howell, was in the city
Tuesday.
Robert C h II toe , of Pembroke, was in the city
Tuesday.
Tom McDaniel, at Clarksville, spent Sunday
Is the city.
Mrs. Dr. Anderson, of Cask), 'peat Monday
is the city.
A. W. Hord left Tuesday for Naiihville en •
beerier' trip.
S. Sibley is visittad relatives at Bell's
Station, TORR.
Mies Hal le Rives, of Lafayette, speed several
days in the oily.
Mr Thos. W. M. matte has rerarned from
Columbus. Ohio
Cape. Tom Herm:Ion, of Clarksville, wa• in
the • ity Monday.
Mrs. I. H. Nietet, of Madisonville, is visiting
Dr • I. Nisbet.
Mrs Blaache Julinaos, of Lafayette, spent
Moaday la the ctty.
Mr. C. M Latium retuned Nicesday eight
(mai No • York city.
Mize lithe Bradshaw. of Oak lime,, v sited
la the city this week.
Mies Ceiba Gelliday, of ltverieg Springs. Is
the ghost of Mr. azd Mrs. Pyle
J. J. C. Ilelinight sad lady, of sou' ti Cirti-
lisa. speed Tuesday in the city.
William a Ilse, • promicent farmer of West
Pork, spent Tlieday in the city
Mr .1 1. Johason sad daughter, of Oak
Grove, were in the city Monday.
Mr Geo O. Thimble** will leave k alibi for
Apriaddeld, No- to • sit relatives
Mimi Lela Watkins. of Montgomery, is T
lag relatives and friends in the city.
Mr Hill, of the Dixon bar, was in the city
Wedneeday on profeesioa al business.
Mr. C. J. Rue's, a leading citizen of the La-
fayette ; reelect, was in the city Monday.
Mrs. T. W. White, of Hernando. Miss , is the
doe t of her daughter, Mrs C. M. Latham.
Mrs. Rogers is bums from I ouisetre and
Ciaelseatt where she went to Luy fall doors.
Mies Rennie Barnes left Mee day for her home
at Allowerille after • Twit to friends th the city.
Lensge Irlaberiek, representing Chatfield
Wood's peeler house of Ciacinnati, was la the
shy Sat i rdzy.
Mrs. Dr. Chita/Asa has returned from a visit
to Padueali„ accompanied by her Deice. Miss
Meanie Harrieez
s Eloise Gorda; left Mot day for her home
se Ccdenshia. Tenn., after • protracted v.sit to
Mrs. H Noises.
Mtge Mai Ware left this morels& for a
.oaths visit to friends in Clarksville, from
whence she will go to riot there end central
Restock y to spend the winter.
(toilet Retribution.
Carter Leaven. the negro who robbed
old Reuben Gordon Sunday night, was
indicted on the following day, tried on
the next day, and sent to Frankfort for
a corm of two years. That's the way we
do thinge tksvon hare. 'Louisville and
Owensboro should try it. They will
like it.
Clarksville te Have a Daily.
Loving Gaines will, on or about
October 100, mo%e his Elkton Progress
to Clarksville. and itieue an afternoon
daily. He will toutinue a branch
business i Mce in Elkton and says that
Me will continue to support the Dem-
ocratic nominee for congress In the
Third district. We wish Loving all the
edemas possible and congratulate
Clarksville ou her acquisition.
Republican C,enventlea.
Raj Breathitt, chairman of the Re-
publican congressional district commit-
tee, has issued a call for a meeting of
the executive committee of the district
in Henderson, on Saturday, September
20, to nominates candidate for congress.
vice Jim Breathitt, resigned. The Hen-
derma gleaner mentions Col. Joe G.
Adams as a likely man. Geo. W. Jolly,
of Owensboro, might be induced to try
his luck , he would make as good a show
as any one else.
Weddle' Bells,
eiarkav tile Democrat.
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock many
friends and relatives gathered at the
residence of Mr S Shyer on Main street.
The emulsion was the marriage of his
eldest deughter, Ml.. Sara, to Mr.
Bernard Hirsh, of Sr. Louis. Esq. C.
D. Bailey performed the civil part of the
service, then Mr. Simon Katz, in a
solemn and impressive manner, ad-
ministered the beautiful and touching
Jewish rites of matrimony.
The bride was handsomely attired in
a cream silk with front of striped moire
and plush, bridal veil and orange blues-
OCDII. Pesrl ornaments ditished the
lovely costume.
The presents were numerous , and
very handsome, many of them coitly.
The Wert Hera.
4 Cleveland and Thurman club was
organIxei at the court-house last Thurs-
day night. The attendance was not
What it sboold have teen. S. 0. Buck-
ner, wits Fleeted president; CharlielBush,
flrat vice-president; W. E. Ragsdale, sec-
ond vice president atielCharlie Meacham
secretary The audience was treated to
a rooming speech by kIr. Bush. The
Overnice of several leading Democrats
was the subject of comment, and it was
otaerTcoi that se the peuweratie party
a this pounty had done so much for
them, it did seem that they ought to
spare at least a few hours of their valu-
rble time in aiding that party In its
work. The pelt meeting will be held
Tuesday night, when it is expected our
next congressman,W. T. Rune, will give
us his views on the political issues.
Several local speakers of note will also
make addremess.
The Anneal Fair He,.
The ball to be given in this city next
Wednesday night, October 3.1, is ex-
pected to be a grand affair. S:x hun-
dred invitations have been sent out, and
preparations made to entertain the crowd
on a grand scale. "Charlie's" band of
six piece; from Nashville, has been ens
rapid, and a committee appointed to
decorate the armory. The invitation
committee has been hard at work getting
names of young ladies to invite, uocarde
being sent to gentlemen by them.
Where there is such &large field to work
it is possible that a few ladles may have
been overlooked; but we assure them in
advance that the slight was not iiiten-
tIonal. A great many names from the
county have been sent In, and to every
one of these • card has been sent. The
bell will be given by the citizens of
Hopkinsville and all possible attention
will be paid strangers and thou meninx
from the count/ and surrounding towns.
•
Hiram Sisk, an aged colored wan weo
has been a tatuiliar tIgure around [awn
for many years, was found dead in his
bed Monday morning.
See advertietweet of Pye, leickrii it
Wall. They have "eoeuethieg sweet so
tell you", and it will be money in your
pocket to hetet, to their tale.
Messrs. Ragsdale and Rice have re
ceived the machinery for their tobacco
factory and will begin operations on a
large scale in a few days.
Thomas A congaed, recently of
Owensboro, is spending the week with
his father's family. He will leave in a
few weeks for Chicago, where he will
finish hie course in pharmacy.
We have on hand a large lot of first-
class Carriages, Buggies, ate , of our
own wake, which we (tier at lower
prices than ever heard of before.
BLI:WaNaTlat. C•aaisOs
A barn belonging to Mr. Hampton,
living near Kirkmansville, in which was
stored about 14,000 pounds of tobacco,
belonging to himself, Mr. Jut). Isam
and a Mr. Croft was burned Saturday
night.
Lottie, the twelve year old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Msjor, died Thurs-
day evening at their home near Hern-
don. The bright little girl had been a
sufferer for several months previous to
her death.
Juo. T. Johnson, of the Antioch
neighborhood, lost a barn full of tobac-
co by tire Thursday night. The barn
was a new one and the whole is a total
lose as he had no insurance.
The storm Friday did some damage iii
the way of blowing down fences, timber
and cern in Webster county. In one
neighborhood there was hail enough to
do co: eiderable damage to tobacco.
So far there have been thirty-eight
conversio: a arid seventeen additions to
the church at Montgomery as result of
the protracted mertiug held at that point
by Rev. J. W. Bigham, of this city, and
Rev. W. K. Piher.
The young ladles of Ninth St. Presby-
terian church will givee an oyster sup-
per on the feli pit x ,4 followed by •
lunch on the 6th., the proceeds to be de-
voted to the "Parsonage Fund." The
public are cordially invited, with the
assurance of an elegant supper.
Mr. Ben T. Underwood arid Wes
Adella Ducker, daughter of Mr. William
Ducker, were married at the miiderice
of the latter Thursday morning at 9:30
o'clock Rev. J. W. Lewis t ffleiating.
Immediately after the ceremony the
bride and Rile:ern aejourried to the depot
where they took the train for an • xten-
give bridal tour.
Mr. Flew Clar ly and Miss 1..zz;e
Moore oere united in marriage at the
residence of Mr. Edgar McPherson on
South Mein street ,Tuesday. After
the ceremony they w1.1 leave for the res-
idence of the groom's father, Dr. John
Clardy, where an elegant rem' don will
be tendered them and where they will
make their future home. Both bride
and groom are well known in this city.
Collections were taken up in the
Baptist an n d Presbyterian churches
Sunday night for the yellow lever
sufferers. Rev. Mr. Nourse reports
$37.e0 as the result of his collection at
the Presbyterian church; the• exact
amount collected at the Baptist church'
could not be learned. The asylum
eineleyes raised $40 Saturday which
was forwarded. Every pastor in the
city should take up a collection in hie
churoh.
Hon. John Felaud, for many years the
leading lawyer of the Hopkinsville bar,
has decided to remove his family to
Louisville as soon as he can dispose of
his property here. We regret very much
to lose Mr. Feiand, but we are confident
that his ability as a lawyer and his
many social qualities will find quick
recognition among the people ut the
metropolis. Jno. Feland, Jr. and his
family will remain.
Mrs. Jane C. Buckner died very sud-
denly Wednesday night at the residence
of Mr. Edgar Bradshaw, near the city,
where she had been visiting. Her
friends were unaware of her illness until
the sad news of her death was announced.
Mrs. Buckuer was a lady a many at-
tractions, beloved by ell who knew her,
and held in bight eeteerp by the entire
community Her remains were brought
Into the city Thursday and followed to
the cemetery by a long procession of
friends.
gr. John U. Rust left Thursday morn-
ing for Louisville where he will attend
the Baptist Theological Seminary with
a view to the ministry. Mr. Rust mice*
this step after mature deliberation and
those who know and appreciate him are
confident that he wilt prove one of the
ablest and most consistent txponents of
Christian religion. Mr. Rust has a
strong and vigorous young mind which
united with great energy will force rec-
ognition in any field. He has aban-
doned one field of usefulness for another.
He is a great loss to the pm at but he
will prove a powerful addition to the
pulpit.
The dimrict convention of the W. C.
. U. has been in session at the Cumber-
land Presbyterian church since Thurs-
day. The exercises of each dsy have
been very interesting, consisting of ad-
dresses. recitations, music, etc. Mrs.
Zeralda Wallace, the aged mother of
Gen. Lew Wallace, has been in atten-
dance. Her addrese to. the conveution
Friday on "Juvenile liork" was very
Instructive. Friday iiight she ad-
dressed a large and cultivated au-
dience at the court Louse on the subj. ct
of temperance. She is a lady of strong
and vigorous mind, at the same time she
is conservative and gentle. Her ideas
are not maemlalive; they are the idea* of
a Chriatissu woman, a Christian mo;her,
tier discourse was listened to with
pleasure and frequently interrupted by
applause.
We aro glad to announce that arrange-
ments are about completed by the C. L.
S. C. for a course of lectures to be given
during the coming season. The first of
the series will he delivered by Dr. 1'. S.
Herrman, of Chicago, lletober 13. Later
we will have Dr. James Medley, Prof.
Lem Miller, Hon. Samuel Phelps Ye.
land and Prof, Sanford. With the ex•
caption of Dr. Heim!' and Prof. Miller,
who is president of tlie Chautauqua
school, these names are not fetuillher to
to us, but they come with the highest
recommendation from many cities and
towns in the Cast where they have been
lecturing for years. Another name is
yet to be added to the list, but final ar-
rangements have not been made up to
this time. As the object of this enter-
prise is not a money making scheme,
but simply a desire to give the public
the benefit of a class of enjoyable and
instructive entertainmenta at the least
possible cost. The scale of prices have
been so fixed as to piaoe these lectures
id reach of all. Season ticket*, for the
six lectures, will be sold for $1.30; tick-
ets for a single lecture 50 cents. We
feel assured the pub: e eill prove their
sincere appreciation of the eff rrt made,
by that liberal support the enterprise
demands.
Mr. James Wallace sold his fine (arm
near Ne a steed this week to .Mr. M. B.
King.
Jack Sullivan was sent to Frankfort
for orie year this week. Grand larceny
Was the charge.
Bernard Well, a prominent wholesale
liquor dealer of Paducah, died oh flux on
last W ed needav .
The chicken roost of Mr. Ira Smith
was relieved of fifteen or twenty fine
fouls Thursday night
iMoses NewbergerLou died in utile
Wedneeday of yellow fever. He was a
I
Florida refugee.
'Fhe Incprirer says nearly every knight
Templar iii Oweriab ero contributed $5
to they elbow fever fund.
The juries were diarnissed Wednes-
day. The balance of the term wpi be
devoted re equity cases.
A Mr. Rich and Mira Tiny Pitt, aged
reepectie Ily eighteen and fourteen years,
were married in Miiiiienberg county this
week.
Mr. John II White, a prominent
faruier of the Howell neigh orbood,
came near losing a barn full of tobacco
by fire Wednesday.
Jno. U. Hester, agent for the Equit-
able Insurance croupany, has moved his
family to Hopkinsville, lied will locate
here permanently.
An infant child oh Mr. Jarred Gant
whieli died in Klemm City Sunday was
brought to Hopkinsville and interred In
the city cemetery Wednesday.
A tobacco barn belonging to Mr. J
'1. Johnson, containing, besides his
owu,a'conek:erable quantity of tobacco
belonging to Mr. Joe Russell, was
berried Thursday.
While at work in a whiter° barn near
May field, Pierce Caldwell and Robt.
Baker were killed by the building falling
in. The accident was caused by a wagon
running P grinst a corner and jerking
out • log.
Mrs. E. A. Curinieghatu left Thurs-
day night for Rome, Ga., where she will
take • uhair in the faculty of Shorter
college. She was accompanied by Mimi
Tommie Deeeon, who %ill attend the
college.
Dr. Hiram J. Wells, of Nashville,
said in hie lecture here yesterday that it
was riot lions, tigers, ate , that was
scaring the people to-day, but a Illicrube,
60 small that 100,000,000 could stay in
three drops of water.
J. D. Herndon, of Clarksville, carried
off the honors in the thirty-mile run
from Nashville to Lebanon, Terme in
mese quence Clarksville is stuck up and
Nashville is all "'muck" up.
Rev. J N. Prestridge has just c'osed
a successful revival at Guthrie. His ef
forts were rewarded by thirty-four ad-
ditions lie gt es to Smith's Grove,
Warren county, in a few days where lie
will conduct a revival.
Mr. Will McDonald has resigned his
poeition as &militant roadumeter of the
Henderson dl, Won. He left Thursday
for Virginia where he will attend the
University. He is succeeded for the
preeeht by Frank Cook.
Prof. 1'. A. Skeilian was tendered the
position of teacher of mathematics and
book-letpir g at St. Josepti'e College.
Bardetose re in this state, last Friday
Owing to previcus arrallgemente wade
here with his patrons, he could riot ..c-
(*pt.
The Metcalfe Manufactories( Com-
pany are at work putting in water-
works for Messrs. Terry, Crenshaw,
White, and Tlicuipson, of Cadiz They
are putting up a large tank In Dr.
Crenshaw'e garden, from which pipes
will be run through the houses.
Pye, Dicker) it Wall have moved into
heir new house, next door to Bank of
Hopkinsville, and are getting in their
new goods by the car load. They are
preparing a pic-nic for buyers and will
slue the bill of fare In our next issue.
.cook out for what they have to say and
aye your money to go and see them.
A horse attached to a buggy belonging
o a country gentleman created a panic
on Main street Monday morning by at-
empties( to run the vehicle inW J. B.
Galbreath's oonfeothwary. He reared
and plunged in the harness until he fell
upon the sidewalk. No damage was
done further thin a couple of broken
shafts.
Stanford Journal: Col. Swope failed
to meet his engagement with Quinine
Jim McKeezie at Nicholuville Monday,
owing, lie claims, to a sore throat. Mc-
Kenzie Is the most captivating orator in
the state and it Is well for the colonel
hat his throat was sore. He would have
been skinned alive otherwise and the
soreness would not then have been con-
fined to any particular spot.
Clarksville Tobacco Leaf: Beaky
Norton, who left this city sevee years
ago, is back again end proposes to stay.
Barney left here with the intention o/
going to IlopiOnsville, but at Guthrie
lie chanced his notion and went to
Ireland, his childhood's home, Re-
turning from Ireland, he lived some
time in Louisville, and again visited the
Green Isle. He says Ireland is the place
for fine but lie can Inglis, more in this
Court adjourns this week.
Go to A. G. Bush for boots alit shoes
and save money.
Dr. P. T. Rogers la back at his old
place at Hopper's drug store.'
It is earnestly hoped that the fair
weather will continue through next
week.
Rev. George Campbell occupied the
pulpit at the Methodist church Sunday
night.
The blue lick water from the late
natural gas well has effected reversl re-
markable cures.
For wheat drills-the Hoarier, best In
Clue world-and tertilizers, call un
R. Green it Co., and save money.
Mr. Hal Howleori, late of the Nash-
ville Democrat, has taken charge of the
local columns of the Clarksville Demo-
crat.
Come in and ItubscrIbe for the New
ERA and get a ticket le the drawing.
There are many valuable premiums
uttered.
Col. 'F. D. Leonard, an old lied dis-
tinguished citieen of Montgomery ooun-
ty, died at his home lieu Clarksville
Thureday
"Fully one-hall of the tobacco *it b
has beer' lie used in this county was cut
green" said • leadieg farmer to • New
Kits man Tuesday.
Those whose subscription to the New
ERA has expired should renew at once
in order to get a ticket in the drawing
which comes off October 6th.
Many persons from our neighboring
cities, have signified their intention of
attending the races next week. There
will be a big crowd without doubt.
The New Ea* drawing occurs Octo-
ber 6th. There are a number of sub-
scribers whose time expires this mouth.
Come in and renew aud get • ticket.
Every Denrocrat in the county should
become a member of a Cleveland and
Thurman club, arid every precinct
should have a club that th.e Democrats
[night join.
Prof. and Mrs. Rossington have re-
ceived intelligence that their daughter,
Mrs. Logan, is very 111 at her home In
Fort Worth, Tt gas. Mrs. Hoesington
left this week for Fort Worth.
Mr. A. A. Winfree,w lio recently pur-
chased the business of Brasher Bros., at
Casky, is doing a large and lucrative
business at that place. He is a young
man of tine busierse capacity and de-
serves the patrooage which he is re-
ceiving.
Henderson has thrown open her gates
to the yellow fever refugees and bids
them weiconie The city council also
appropriated $150 for the relief of the
sufferers in the gout I, which was for-
warded. Hendereon's action is to be
commerided.
A born on Mr. W. 'I'. Radford's farm
near Longview, caught fire Tuesday
morning, arid but for the timely arrival
of the laborers employed on the farm
would certainly have been distroyed.
About ten hogsheads of tine tobacco was
loot No insurance.
Mr R. T. Hollins, of Hadeneville,
Ky.. Who also has a store at Saddlers-
ville, Tenn , has purchased a fine farm
near Trenton, Ky., of Mr. Will Warea
and will soon remove to that place. The
price of the farm was $12,000.
A special train which was emiveying
Hon. Jas. A. McKenzie from 0 eetisbo-
ro to Hawesville ran Into a fallen tree
near Lewisport, which delayed it until
late at night, consequently It was a die-
appointed crowd which had gathered at
Hawesville to hear him speak.
Bowling Green Democrat; Sheriff
John Boyd, of Christian county, accom-
panied by F. W Blggerstaff, Chief of
Police of HopkinsvIlle, and Jailer Long,
of Christian county:passed through the
city this morning with four prisoners,
en route for the Frankfort penitentiary.
Next Monday the court of claims will
decide on the submission of the Neale
proposition, and on Monday night a
monster mass-meeting will be held at
the court-house In the interest of the
road. People (rem all over the county
will be there and a big time is expected.
If your time lige expired, remember
that in one month from that date your
name will be dropped from the list Un-
less yof renew. This time is given you
as an accommodation. As soon as the
drawing is over all thou who have not
settled up will be dropped from the list.
McKirees Wine of Cardur is for sale
by the following merchants in Christian
County.
H. B. Garner,
G. E. Gaither,
Hopper it Son,
J. R. Armistead
Clifton Coal Co,
W. 11. Nolen,
W. H. Martin,
W. B. Miller,
country.
Dr. W. H. ForgY, of ('sky, and Miss
Lillie Duvall, of Nashville, were
married Wednesday afternoon at the
residence of the bride's father. After
the ceremony the happy couple boarded
the train for 0'64, where an elegant
reception was tendered them by Mr.
and Mrs. Winston henry. Dr. )'orgy
is one of the leading young physicians
of Christian county, having eitablished
a large and lucrative practice. His
bride is well-known in the southern
portion of the county where she taught
for several years.
A special from Clarksville to Use
Nashville Democrat says; Passengers
In by the Princeton train to-day report
a distressing accident at the Little river
bridge on the Clarksville 4 Princeton
division tyednesday afteruoon. A party
of painters were engaged painting the
bridge, and were tieing swinging lad:
dere. Mrs. Ii. flicks, wife pf the sta-
tion boas, accompanied by her eon,
went down to the work on an errand,
and while there, one qt the ladders fell
upon them both. lest.:11 received very
severe 'repo-lee The lady's !hat, is ex-
pected at any time.
Mr. Ike Lipetine, one of the leading
Ninth street merchatite, has so enlarged
tile stock Wet he has found it necessary
to seek more commodious wieners. Ile
has moved his stock of goods into the
Gish building at the Corner of Main and
Ninth streets and will open iu his new
quarters to-day. The millinery depart..
merit will remain under the management
of Mrs. Carrie Hart at the old stand in
Clue Hord block, Ninth street. Mrs.
Hart has just returned from the east
with latest styles in millinery goods.
A horrible accident occurred at the
depot Friday eight In which a young
man named ere if Baker came near
!oiling his life. Baker lives on a farm
near 4tesseilville, Logan county,and ip
company with Isis brother, Buck Baker
was returning from Henderson. it is
supposed lie had succeeded in beating
hie way from that point, on a freight
train. When the train had coupled and
was about to leave tire yards here he
attempted to climb upon a moving flat
car whet) his foot slipped and Ise was
thrown under the car. The wheels
passed over his right foot dragging him
a short distance. He was carried into
Clue freight room, where his injuries
were attended to by a physician. His
foot was crushed him a shapeless mass
of flesh and bone end his right leg was
bruised terribly. He will survive the
Injury but amputation will probably be
neoelaary.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
4.
Mannington, Ky.
itainbridge, EY•
Crofton. Ky.
Pembroke, Ky.
William McCoruilt k, of Todd county,
Ky., created the liveliest sensation of
Clue year in Clerksville by going crazy
on whisky and chasing children about
with a knife. Ile ran about wildly for
half an hour and finally darted into SO-
vey Sullivan's grocery. Sullivan closed
his doors and captured the wild man.
Six men were required to imprison
hi inn.
The large tobacco barn of John
Hanbery, situated in the Church Hill
neighborhood, together with all its con-
tents, was entirely destroyed by tire
Saturday morning. The barn contained
20 acres of tine tobacco, recently cut,
and the logs Is estimated at several
thousand uollare. Some tobacco falling
on the tire bunt to cure it, caused the
&evident.
Western 'fobacco Journal: Saturday
last we had the pleasure of greeting Mn.
'1'. L. Metcalfe, manager of the Progress-
ive Age, a month',-journal published ip
the interest of the tarot, home and
school, and ieseed at tiopkinsville, Ky.
This young gentleman is a son of Dr.
V. U. Metcalie, the famous agricultural
lecturer of Hopkinsville, Ky., and eems
to be a worthy eon of a uotele sire.
'1'11e jail muddle still remains unsettled
In Montgomery county. The Clarks-
ville Democrat says: Sheriff Staton for-
mally demanded the the jail of William
Rollow now le charge of the jail, last
Tuesday. Mn. Ittoliow refused to sur-
render it. A suit will be brought, lu the
court by Mr. Stated) for ita possession,
and also a suit liar hick pay as jailer
during his pest terui as sheriff. James
Collier, es-sheriff, will eiso bring suit
for the same purpose.
Rev. J. W. Lewis will preach lila fare-
well sem in at the Methodist church'
Sunday, Sept. SOLli , unless the Louis
Tulle conference' sv hich is now in session
at Lebanon permit's him to rerualn with
us two years longer, which it is earnest-
ly hoped will be done. ler. Lewis is
not only one of the ablest theologians in
the eolith, but be is one of the most
generous, genial and affable gentlemen
and it will be herd Co supplant Iilnu in
the alTectiotts of his people.
Seim, Ind , Leader; Dr. V. U. Met-
calfe. commissioner from Kentucky to
the Ohio Centennial Exhibition a
Columbus, stopped at our fair last week
aid lectured in the agricultural hall
Thursday, to a large crowd of f rmers
upon the subject of soils and wheat-
growing. The doctor is one of the best
posted men upon the subject of soils,
crops and their treatment in our whole
country, and tanners are always very
much interested in his talks. Ilia ser-
vices are in constant demand from all
parts of the country to lecture for
granges, farmers' institutes and fair
essociations.
-
Mr. T. J. Wall, of the firm of Pye
Dlcken & Wall, has moved hie family
to the city.
Squire Youngleve held his monthly
court Tuesday arid disposed of a num-
ber of minor cues.
Our big drawing collies off Saturday,
Oct. 6 Got your ticket If not, call
at once and get. it.
'fhe Louisville Annual Conference of
U. E. Church South will convene at
Lebanon, Ky., Oct. 3rd.
Mr. S. G. Buckner sold his farm near
Longview, known as the Spring 11111
place, Wednesday to Mr. Josh Sommers.
At the Baptist church Sunday the
sum of thirty do:lars was collected and
fowarded to the yellow-fever auflereis at
Jacksonville
Dalton Bros. have been awarded the
contract for the additional public *awl
building. The work will be pushed to
a rapid couipletion.
W. H Eisey, of Bowling Green, has a
number of men at work in this vicinity,
for the Kentucky Hedge Company,
trimming !hedges
Don't get left on the New ERA draw-
ing Oct. 6.. and say you forgot about it.
We want every subscriber to have •
ticket. Call arid get yours.
The invitations to the Annual Fair
Hop were printed at the New ERA of-
fice and, it we do say it, are about the
neatest thing in that line we have ever
seen.
Marshal Ed /Jigging, of Crofters,
brought Jobe Armstrong to this city
Thursday and lodged him in the county
jail. He is charged with violating the
prohibition law.
NATIONAL liVHRAT FERTIL1ZIKIR -D. A.
Tandy is receiving daily shipments of
wheat fertilizer, and will keep a full
supply on hand. Office Glass corner,
with J. 11. Anderson it Co.
A large crowd witnessed the match
game of base ball at Sharp's field Tues-
day evehing between the married and
single men. Eleven innings were
played and the score stood 22 to 24 In
favor of the single boys.
"P.
Nate Notes.
Prof. Beecham, principal of the Crof-
ton high school, has notified secretary
Rodgers that lie with his entire school
will attend the races on the opening
day.
L. L Dorsey, • leading breeder of
Jefferson county, will arrive to-night
with his stock. He owns several very
fast trotters.
The Neighbors stable of racers will ar-
rive this morning from Hardin county.
Things are beginning to look lively.
l'iiree fleet runners from Mr. Forater's
Nashville stable arrived Thursday and
were put in traioing at the park.
The directors of the Driving Park
Asuociation alai' it distinctly understood
that the contract 11118 been signed with
the party who is to give the chariot race
exhibition and this interesting feature
will certainly not be declare(' eff. The
chariots are already in the city.
Broadway and Hamniond'e Chicsgo
stablesencluding [several very fast racers,
arrived Wednesday morning.
Zeno Seleamily Swears He Is Net Dead.
M•DISONVILLY, KY., Sept. 25;11.-
Editor New ERA: 1 received the tome-
,/ hat startling news in your paper oh
yesterday that I was dead. 1 am going
to make you prove it, or retract the
assertion. I can establish 1111 alibi, or
whatever you call it, arid can prove by
any number of highly respectable white
arid colored people, (including Hop
Holernan and Bob Bradley) that I am
riot dead. 1 deny the allegation, del),
the "alligator," and call upon you for
your proofs. lf I am dead I am not
aware of it, and you should come down
here and herp bury the corpse. I knew
the charge was a lie as soon as I heard
It, Fraternally your',
Zeso F. You NO.
110PRIN8VH.Lit, KT., Sept. 26th.-
Mr. Zeno F. Young. Dear Sir: You
are very much tnistaken; the New Erre
never made any such statement; it could
riot have been wide to believe such a
thing was possible in your case. It was
reported here that you had yellow fever,
but every body limped at the idea of
it either Kettle& away from you or with
you; they said it was a bad day for the
fever, that there was no danger of it
spreading as long as you had it. Your
proof, my dear sir, is absolutely eat's-
rectory, and we take it with as much.
assurance of its reliability as if you
yourself had told it.
EDITOR NEW Eil•.
Warner's Log Cabin Remedies-old
fashioned, simple compounds, used in
the days of our hardy forefathers, are
"old timers" but "old reliable." They
comprise a "Sarsaparilla," "Hops and
ilHellt1 Remedy," "Cough and Con-
sumption Remedy," "Hair Tonic,"
"Extract," for External and Internal
use, "Plasters," "Rose Cream," for
Catarrh, and "Liver Pills." They are
pin up by H. II. Warner & Co., pro-
prietors of Warner's Sale Remedies,
and promise to equal the etandard value
of thou greet preparations. All drug-
gists keep them.
'Ike Relative Fluidal Strength
Of the great mutual life assurance com-
panies, from official sources, may be seen
in the advertisement of the Equitable on
our second page.
The gravest objection ever urged
against life assurance, as ueueely con-
ducted, is, in popular partitive, that "a
resit must pay until he dies, arid must
die to win" (ors while some die early,
others live out their expectation and still
others live to extreme age, when ready
money is often worse needed than life
assurance. Tontine life gesurative com-
pletely obviates this grave objection,
without any increase in the ratm of
premium, by the eccutouletion of all
gurpkus or rypsits, during periods 0110,
t3 or 40 years, for division among thou
who survive, whereby thou who die,
during the period of Tontine accumula,
lion have ampler security for the pay.
Went of the lace of their policy at death,
while those who survive their Tontine
Period are secured the right, at their
option, to either eoutleue the assurance
without further payment of the prem-
ium, or to surrender the policy for the
tallest possible cacti surrender value, as
a provision fur their Mei age,
Tire Equitable detailed TOuttne life
assurance iu The record reads
thus; when the policies began to mature
In leYti, New Business was $20,000,000;
Assurance in Force, $120,000,000. In
'gee; New Business was $138,000,000;
Assurance in Force, $483,000,000. One-
fifth of the total assurance In force, arid
about one-third of the mull new business
last year, by theta American coury,suiles
has been placed upon the books of this
company, thus conclusively demonstra-
ting, that Tontirte life assurance, as con-
ducted by the Equitable, le the grandest
success of the age.
The Free-Tontine Policy issued by the
Equitable, at Ordinary Life, Limited
Payment Life and Ordinary endowment
rates, is Non-forfeitable after three
years, (that is, may be surrendered for •
paid-up policy) is incontestable after
two years,kthat is,free from all hazard of
litigation or compromise (luring life and
payable Immediately on presentation of
proofs of death) is free from all restric-
tions on travel, residence or occupation
after oue year; arid secures important
advantages not combined in the policy
of any other company.
Roe & Lyon, managers of the Louis-
ville branch [Alice for Kentucky and
Tennessee, have represented the com-
pany for 23 years, with a clean record.
John M. Hester, of popkineyille, is a
born inaorance watt, end was raked in
christian county, where the Equitable
has a large and prosperous business.
treeue.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
The beat Confectioneries. Cigars and
Tobacco at Max Solomon it Co's., WII-
6014'S old stand.
For new style marble top center tables
go to Thompson it McReynolds, for
they have the largest arid best stock in
the city.
We have the largest and best selected
stock of 1. lumber Suits that can be
found in this portion of tire state.
THOM PSON it McREYNOLDS.
MOVED.
1'. Stoehr lias moved hie shoe shop
from Main street to his read hence, cor.
Water and 10th, streets, lust back of
the Maine-Intel tobacco warehouse. He
will be glad to see his old customers
there. With thanks for past patronage
lie solicits a continuance of same from
see 1'. STOEHR.
aluit Room.
We are now making room for our
immense stock of Wraps, which will ar-
rive shortly; In order to place them on
mete we will for the next two weeks let
the balance of our Millinery Sutck go
for what it will bring. Come Ladies,
pick the goods •nd name your own
price, no reasonable offer will be re-
fused.
N. B. SHYER, Cor. Ninth and Main St.
Mrs. R. I. Martin will trim all our
Hats free of cost to purchaser.
Jeans, Yarn and Linsey.
We are special agents for Peacheer
Mill Jeans, Yarn and Lingeye, the best
goods on earth. See it before buying.
Pricers 20 per cent. lower than inferior
goods are being gold. N. B. SHYER'S,
Corner Ninth arid Main street.
ANDERSON & PATE
Will furnish and deliv-
er to any part of the
city,
Hay, Corn, Bran
Chicken Feed,
Fresh Family Grocer-
ies, Country Produce,
&c. Give them a call.
AN INDUCEMENT
Is offered to everybody to trade with
Max Solomon it Co. They keep a tine
assortment of everything in the Confec-
tionery and Baker's line,and sell cheaper
than any one in the city. Will deliver
goods In, part of city.
BOOTS AND SHOES.
The entire stock of Boots and Shoes of
the firm of A C. Shyer et Co., have been
moved to our store and are now on sale
at Le price, they are going fast, come
early if you want a first-class article at
le its value for thirty days longer.
N. B. SHYER, Coe. Ninth and Main St.
I Never Deceive
The people, but mean
what I say. I buy my
goods for cash, pay no
house rent and will sell
Dry Goods, Clothing,
Hats, Boots and Shoes
CHEAPER
Than any house this
side of the Ohio River.
Honest John,
The Farmer's Friend.
re T. NM,
"THE TAILOR
No. II 7th Street.
Iii returning thanks to bie numerous
patrou and the public generally for the
support accorded him in the past. F.
T. Gorman begs to inform them that lie
Is 11011 receiving and opening Ids stock
of choice woolens for fall and winter,
and advires an early inspection of the
above good,. Ile begs to draw special
attention to the fact that all work ia ex-
ecuted by a staff of first-class workmen,
under his own personal supervision, so
that customers may rely upon getting
first-class tailoring.
Being desirous to retain the confidence
hitherto reposed in him, he Is deter-
mined to have all orders, crammed to
Iiim to be made and trimmed in the very
best mariner and at the loweet possible
prioe.
F. T, GORMAN
THE TAILOR.
GI- c4 ca IEScsossarcl
anti lodging can be had cheap at Mrs. S.
Moss', Virginia street.
FRESH OYSTERS
In Bulk or served in any sty le at Max
Solomon it Co's., Wilson's old stare].
We would advise every one who is
neediest any kind of Furniture to be
sure to call on us before buying else-
where, we will make It ten your advantage
THOMPSON it McREYNOLDS.
'e
You can find what you want in Misee'e
and ehildren's School, Senora and Hats
at COST at N. B. Shyers, ('or. Ninth
and Main street.
Notice! Notice! Notice!
To the Ladies of Hopkinsrille.
Maul. I). Jacobs, formerly of Hopkins.
villa-, has renioved to Louisville, Ky., at
No. 566 Fourth Ave., bet Green and
Welnut, opposite R. Knott it Sons,
where she will show the finest line of
nniillluucry (list ever was brought to
Louisville. The ladies of Hopkinsville
would do well to send their orders direct
to Mad. Jacobs, as she will give them
Chic eorreet styles, the finest and best
goods, for the least money.
COAL'. COAL:
Beet lump coal free froni slack and
impurities, 9c. per bushel in yard,
coal houses filled at 10c. per bemire'.
E L. FOULKS,
14th and R. R. Streets
5 TO II
WAGON SC111.S,
bee. -arlsr• 11.•••
1.1. •• Ile.. bulb,
sea and
JUNES h.. r•,• fre•
Pr'. Us. .••11 n t• • pms•wr
osersseggRgsfil
sume.....11111111•Laii.lid. 
•
OIM "BALNIIICE" SALE
was a grand success. It enabled the people to lay in lots of cheap goods.
It made friends for us and provided room for one of the handsomest,
nobbiest and cheapest stock of clothing ever opened in Hopkinsyille.
And now we propose to continue to offer such bargains to the people
as shall draw all the trade to this city that rightly belongs to it, aye,
more, we propose to bring car loads of people from a distance to trade
here if low prices, fair dealing and kind treatment will do it. Buying
for two large houses enables us to secure goods very cheap and we pro-
pose to give our customers the benefit of every advantage we enjoy. If
you don't think we are in earnest cast your eye down the column of
prices here given:
Men's good heavy cotton it $ 3 00 worth $ 5 00.
Men's good half-wool suits 5 00 worth 7 50.
Men's nice worsted - 7 50 worth 10 00.
Men's good chevoit 9 00 worth 12 00.
Men's fine cassimere 12 50 worth 15 00.
FineCutaways and Prince Albert's 15 00 to 25 00.
Boys's good heavy suits 2 75 worth 3 75.
Boy's half-wool suits 4 00 worth 5 00.
Boy's finest suits 5 00 to 15 00.
Children's good, heavy half-wool suits - 1 00 worth 2 00.
Children's finest suits $2 to $5, worth $1 50 more.
In furnishing goods we have some special things that will open
your eyes sure enough. For one week we will sell you
12;c worth 25c
8;c worth 15c
- 5c worth 15 to 25c
12;c worth 25c
25c worth 50 to $1 00
50c worth $1 00
49c worth $1 00
We believe that these prices will not only bring us a big trade, but
prove a
A good solid British half hose for -
Four ply linen collars, turn down or standing, - -
Fine linen cambric handkerchiefs, plain or fancy border
Four ply cuffs - . - -
Elegant neck wear -
Good heavy unlaundried pure linen bosom shirts
Latest style, shape and nobbv colored crushers
Drawing Card
to every business house in Hopkinsville. We propose to be a benefit to
this city and at the same time build up a big trade for ourselves. So
here goes for lively times, lots of fun and a big trade.
See our light weight, silk faced fall overcoats at
$6.00 to $8.50.
They are beauties. There's fun in store (our store) for the small
boy. Come in and see us next week, boys, ana we will put you onto it.
J.H.AndersonikCo.,
Glass' Corner. Glass' Corner.
T MER
With the "boss" stock the town ever saw. Goods are still getting here
and the house is full. We must clear out as they come in and every-
body wants to
COME IN
And help us unload. Look at these:
Children's Suits
Boy's 44
Men's
Four-ply linen collars
cuffs
The best 25 cents suspender in the world.
44
86cts. to $8 00
$200 to $18 00
$2 50 to $30 00
7 1-2cts.
lOcts.
Big Bargains in Boots and Shoes.
Our "Job Counter" up stairs is the biggest thing of the season. You
can't afford to miss it. Latest novelties in Hats and furnishing goods
at proportionate prices Strike us now and we will make you glad.
Pyl, thikenWall.
Next door to Bank of Hopkinsville.
For Sale
Atli* Livery Business, brick stable,
good stand, stock and vehicles in tit-m-
elees condition at Princeton, Ky., a
live and growing town.
FOR SALE.
A Todd county farm, 5 miles south
of Trenton, Ky., containing 239 acres;
75 acres in timber; adjoitilug the land
of Thos. Beasley, dee'd , hart 'rally and
Thos. Webb. This land Is located in
the beet tobacco and wheat eeetion in
Todd county. Improvements, a good
barn, stables end tenement houses. We
wish to sell at once and will glve a bar-
gain.
A fine farm for rent for 1888, the N.
B. Edmunds farm in IS, miles of Gracy
Station in a fine state oh improvement
and is a fine neighborhood.
Apply to Califs it Co.
We write all classes
of fire and tornado In-
surance and prompt
settlements in case of
loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commis-
sion. Loans negotiated,
houses rented and rents
collected; propertylist-
ed with us for sale ad-
vertised free of charge
to owner.
Callis & Co.
/Lida Bt. P, O. Bldg.
oncleitut Prices
Never before in the history of Christian county has there ever
been such wonderful sales on Furniture as are daily seen at
clIclaraso's.rarnittnialace.
Competitors
Customers
Creditors
It is a wonder
triumph over a
ble. It is,
In stock
In styles
In sales
They have become the wonder of Hopkinsville.
IAt their success.At their good..At their cash payment:la
how honest goods will talk, and low pricks
windy, wordy puff, which bursts like a hub-
WONDER
Is
FI1=2.ST. I
In low profits.
In low prices.
in high quantity.
You should go early and see their
Wollflorfal Stook alli Woliqerfill Pius.
They have the largest and best selected stock of Furni'ure
ever brought to this city. PRICES are the lowea iver
heard of before. They are cut down so low that competitors
are bewildered and
WONDER HOW IT IS DONE.
SMALL PROFITS AND QUICK SALES IS OUR MOTTO.
Do not fall to come and tote the EYE OPENERS and 1, et aRt HERS
they are offering to 'Won clwrfes.13Buyers at "VcrCactatziag Plic ow
NINTH taBIET.
C. R. CLARK & CO.
35.4ezer et ere rs el 1tgh Frieses.
HOPE1NSVILLE,
•444.
•.. •
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IMIXVOLENT SOCIETIES.
Hors LOINIZ. No. tf, •. • •.
Bryan Hopper, W. M.
Lodge swag at Maimaic Hall, Sril sto
Thomism& Block, Moaday night in
swam.
UltlhomITAL CHAPTER NO. 14 , L.. A. M.
Teornas litodimaa, H P
Stated convocations 14 Monday of smei
swath •t Masonic Hall.
MOORE COMMANDERS NO. 4. K.1'.
Sr. Et.0 . Deitrich, E. c.
Meets 4th Monday in ea h month at WNW)
Hail
COY AECANUM, HOPEI S L C
OUN
CIL. NO. MI
Ha. 1. Landes, K PIA
Miele Hand 4tO Thursdays sack inontb at
J. I. Ludes' office.
KO A YON COUNCIL 140.10C HOS EN F l 
Dr
M. Lipaties, Chief Counselor
Meets at 1. 0. 0. r. Hall, Id &a] 4th Monday lh
ea. =oath.
kIKISTIAN LODGE, NO. 00, S. ye H.
IL Y. Anderson, Dictator.
Meets 1st &oda"' Tuesday in eaeh month at
It. M. Aadersoa• Hall.
AV SAGEZAN LODGE, NO.18 K. tir P.
A. H Clark, C. C.
Lodge meets the Si and 4th Thursd•rs la ev-
ery montb at Howe's Hall,
ENDOWMENT RANK, K. OF P.
L. R. Da•ui,
Meow Moaday •very moato at R. M.
•.aderson's Hall
KNIGHTS OF T111 GOLDNN CR0843.
B. B. Nance, N.C.
K. A Rogers, K of 1..
Meets Me 1st &Wild Fridays la each monti
ANCIENT ORDEN. OF UNITED WORKMEN.
W. H. Lee, M. W.
Time or meeting. al and 4th Tuesdays at Me-
Caany, Baste Co.'s °ace.
GREEN 11.1 Vitt LODGE, NO. Ist, I. 0. E.
A. 8'. Caldwell, N. U.
Meets every Friday might at I. 0. 0. F. Hall.
EJICASILPIIENT, NO.11, 1. 0. 0.
F. IP' Henderson, C. P.
Olt masa IA and kt 
Thursday night,' at 1.
/417.11AB.
ORDER OF THE LEON HALL
Joan lioayoa, P. C. J.
Meets CA edaesday ta each month at Jolts
iewycia's
FLORENCE LODGE, NO IT, DAUGHTERoOF K.KBKKA.
Meets ird Monday night at 1. 0 0.
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
Meets lat and al Monday evening l• eac
mesa, f 34, o'clock, at their lodge room, Maio
rewind story over Hower and °version
It. McNeal, President; Nest Tur
lea%
111111118DOM LODGE, NO. Ts, U. B. r.
wee im and Tuseclay nights in Postelri
Hall. Gears street. B. W. Glass., W. A ; L. 8
Beetzwer, Secretw7.
MUSADOKA TEMPLE, NO. SS, S. OF F.
Meets Id and 4th Tuesdays la Imola sonth
U. B. F. Hall Postal's bleak Court street
Augusta 11001411, W. P; Carrie Banks D. P
Rade Casty, Secretary
HOPEINSVILLE LODGE, NO. INS, G. U. 0.
OF O. T .
Mesa lad and 4th Mosday nights at Hooter
and Otersittner's Ha 11 Main street. Cluirles
Jesap 0; William Gray, V. Z. W. Glass
P. 8; Militant Clark N. F.
YSTIC TIB LODGE NO. leN, G. N. 0OF F.
and trd Wednesday nighta of each
aa Jobasoa, N. G; C H. RAMA P. a.
COMME1-11717
Tollonoollo 
J. B. GALBREATH
Westsolaseeles .411/ gents
HOPKINSVILLE, KT.
LGUISVI
•
Nr-
TYE GREAT L.
rough Trunk ine
• /
Jese>
44;
VIM CHM  01001
itiONTIST AND 01110MT ROUTS
' au 04 WIN, lisamitills SOS Belidareollle ilia
1 SOUTHEAST & SOUTH-,..--.-6-p,in ,.....--w-,..,. ...;,..... S.ihohrilie sad olisiteilesea, saki.. direst ICS...ohms withP'velloxeta23. IL'ilelA eta CASs
1... for AtIsats, lloyssaal, Illasen, Jako
saville,
ad pasts te Tionda.
C.Nesettene ars mods at liheihris sal beta-
olio For all potato
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH 4 WEST
la Pullman Palace Can
Seeking homes as the
I 
line of trill wad will
-evolve apsti•I low rates. Er
lot Agorae ial this Compaq for rate., reseal,
la•• aw a rae. C. P. ATMORE, 6. P A T. A. I
on
;MIGRANTS
CHESAPEAKE, (1110
-AND-
SoMosteruiR.Co
The Southern Truuk Line through the
VIRGINIAS
--TO-
Washington
Baltimore and
Western Seaboard
Cities.
-THE-
Direct Route
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
- • ad All Points ,a-
Arkansas and
Texas
Throagh ?Mises are sow on Sale. Call on at
address
W. J. FULLER,
Goa' Pass. and Ticket •g't, Louisville. Ky
Andrew Hall
N•ruleivioa.m.
-
 I/eater la-
Granite and Marble lionmentn!
Best Material & Workmanship
AT
BOTTOM FIGURES.
University of Virginia.
Mounded by Toole as larogasoe.,
'Session of Eine IlWei•Ills• begins October
lel. ISEL I here are IS schools timing Instrur--
Coo in Literature, Science, Agriculture, 'Cosi-
nes? lag, Pharmacy. Medicine and Law, De-
partments all thoroughly equipped Location
ele•atas1 sail healthful For catalogue •pply
C. S. VENABLE. LI.. I). Chsirman of
Fasalty. P.O. Ugly immure' or VA;, V•.
fRAB ORCHARD SPRINGS.
REDUCED RATES FOR 1888.
JharJ $2 par 001. $10 to 14 per Woolf
arse aad string bead in attendance during
wasen.
4 '
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of pa
rt-
y, strength and w holeeomeness More econo
m•
heal than the ordinary km ts. and cannot be so
lo
in competition with the multitude of low 
test,
short weight alum or ohosphate powders. 
Sold
ta Oda& ROY•l. B•Eintil POWDZa CO . 10.
Wall Sweat. N. Y.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
PHTSICIANN.
T•laLzieri.
aZat DINC I
Cor Clay and lth.
W Ht•ZEY
Drs. Fairleilh &Blatcy,
PliTiiiiNer and, Scigio::.
ATTOMIN UT
JI10. FIL•ND. H. J. STITES. 111
1..11..o.
[eland, Stites & Feland,
Attorneys-:-at-:-Law
HOPKINSVILI.E. SLY.
S.WALTON FORK
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
str-otti ov er limiters Bsiik.
paw eiter•.
A. P. CA MPBELL,
DENTIST,
Flopkinaville. Kentucky
°Sloe Over H. rrantieJ Sons'.
Sufi Ravin &Co,
Tonsorial Parlor!
AIR CUTTING.
HUNTING
,.:11A.YPOOLNG.
HA1Z-DY KIN 0,
BOOTBLA CHING and
Hair Dressing
Doze in the very oeststyie. Assisted hy P
tones and I. H. Jones. All
Polite and Skillful Barbera.
owl forget the oleos.
'th street adjoining Sat rarefies
EvariniTYLLB CANNEL
TON DAILY PACKET
Tbe Llght Draught SWUM
P' R XS 13"1" IT
J. B. THOltriON 'twits
III NAIR.  Cloth.
Will leaeq ilvautqle Cassettes ea
salretrerViiirtitiee(rlf:11,1%. rail° "Pi
1:1
SUNDAY VIII °AID
Leaves Evansville ... 9a. m. ober
LcaveliOweneboro 4 p. snarl
Fare g 00. for round trip on Sunday, lint ne
vesposaible for stores purchased hy thesteward.
BYRNES SNIDER, Agent&
TIME TABLE
---t.)7 THE-
heashor & Nashville R Co
SOUTH BOUND.
Ma I. M zed .
Leaves owensboro . 1:40 p. m. 6:00 a. m.
Leaves Ceotral City 4:SS p. m. 1):10 a. m
Arrives at Russellville CIO p. m. 1:15 p. m
Leaves RusaelMille  i10.10 a. m/41 40 p.
Arrives at Adatry  111 00 a. m
a 30 p m
NORTH BOOMS.
Leave• Adairville  55.111 a. m13.60 a. in
Arrives at Ruseellville  16 13 p m4.00 p. m.
Leaves Rusaellville . 1.05 a.m. 8.15 a. m
soaves Central C ity _I 05 a. m 1 50p m
%I'M)), at Owensboro _10.45 a. In. 4 45 p. m.
1. T. HARAHAN, Gen. Sfan'gr, Louisville
Z. H. MANN Supt.
Owensboro, Kr
COENNET far,
if 'Os N
14#;
„
•Nr 1)..
The Real Secret of the unparalleled success
THK Ciitcsco 1),trts Nisys may be
found in two didincuilhillV Chan, Cierial(1,
which more than anything else have cow
tributed to its remarkable growth.
FIRST :-// is a Daily Paper for Busy People.
The people of the bosy West appreciate keen-
, ly the necessity of an intelligent knowledge
of 'he world's daily doings, but they are too
busy to waste valuable time in searching
t hrough a cumbrous blank et • sheet " news
paper for the real news of art, literature,
science, religion, politics, and the thousand
and one things which make up modern tie
dization. "I hey want news-all the news-
but they don't want it concealed in an over.
powering TVA ,f the trivial awl inconsequen-
tisk It is localise -rim A.a) Dee II'
News is "all to4eat and no (.44," Hint
its circalellen is over " tosilino. a feral."
Oar •rote - ti an hid:pendent, trtith te/Inte
,Vmaipapei, Ike propie demand (Melte-
partial, Indepoisirrit newspaper,wholi gives
all IA., News, antiglare it free kern taim
of partisan lase. %%Oh no mere political sm.
lation to gratify, no as to grind," the On-
partial, independent newspaper may truly le
guide, phikeeplier and friend " to honest
men of every shade apolitical faith ; and this
is why Tee CHICAGO DAILY NEWS etas to-
day a circulation of over "a million a meek."
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS now adds to
these two comprehensive elements of pope-
harity, a third, in its unparalleled reduction
of price to ONE CENT A DAY.
It alusays krcre enoug4,-never too MT/.
THE CHICAGO i)AILY NEWS is for sale by
all newsdealers at One Cent per copy, or
wid be mailed, postage paid, for p.00 per
year, or 25 cents per month. The farmer
and mechanic can now afford, as well as the
ynerchant and professional man, to have his
metropolitan daily.
Address VICTOR P. LAWSON,
Priolaiser The Daily News,' Chicago.
Livery and Feea
-STABLE
T. L. Smith. Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - -
Large and roomy *table an 1 op:e accomoda-
lion for horses. Bowie) st*encoll given to f...,r-
icAckid horses aquae. to all Teem
'F'‘del*4144.
4
.
• ,
NEIGHBORHOOD NOTES
Henderson News.
Capt. W. '1'. Ellis will speak at Hen-
dereon on Monday, October lat
S. Cromwell in the merchiuit
tailorieg trade has assigned his proper-
ty for the benefit of hi* creditors-M. M.
Kimmel' bring his trustee.
The L. A N. Garden Owns a poissutu,
which gave birth to a progeny of le
young 'tins about eight weeks since.
They were getting along finely, uutil
Sunday, when examiniug their quarters,
the owners found that the young brutes
had actually devoured their progenitor,
leaving only a lot of bones and the tkiii.
Suit was filed in the Henderson cir-
cuit court Thursday by J. E. Withers
against Geo. H. Delvin and Robert
Holloway (members of the firm of trete
vitt st Holloway ), asking $15,000 ai
damages to his character attd for false
luiprisontnent. This action grows wit
of the arrest of Withers in connection
with the violation of revenue laws, toe
which he was recently acquitted.
Henderson Gleaner
Col. E. G. Sebree went to Hopkines
ville Sunday. The Col. has contracted
with Messrs. Bailey Koener for the
building of a handeome residence sio
Parklaud.
Col. M. D. Brown, of
Wee in the city Sunday, en rout to Ilk
lino's, is here lie will make Democratic
speechea.
A difficulty occurred Smithy night
between George Green anii Henry Car-
ter, both colored, ou their way !rule
church, near the farm of Mr. William
Bevere , in which Green fired two shots
from a pistol at Carter. liave not been
able to learn whether any damage re-
sulted from the shooting. The present
trouble seeasa to have grown out of a
difficulty between Green and several of
the Carter boys over a year ago, In
wheel the Carters carved Green con-
siderably with a razor.
Ilenderron (shatter:
Capt. Ellis will address the Democ-
racy of this city and county on Monday,
October flrst.
lion. Albeit S. Willis will addrese the
Wattereon League on Friday evening,
18th inst.
Gen. Echols is expected home frum
Europe next week, and then we inlay
expect something definite in the metter
of the Cairo road.
Robert Dixon has ten head of trottere
at the fair grounds. Several oi them
in charge of Mr. L L. Smith will get to
Hopkinsville, having been entered there
in the races.
Princeton Banner;
Stuart Allen, sou of Capt. C. T. Al-
len, of this place, wrote home frum
Gainesville, Florida, several days Ago
studies dist the yellow fever had amide
its appearance atjGaineaville,and that he
intended stoning immediately for Ken-
tucky.
it is thought that the negro brute erho
committed the outrage, recently,1 on
ars. S.vells, in Lyon county, will be
captured. His pursuers are close after
him. If caught, there will be short
work made of him.
Will Robertson, section foreman ot
the 0. V., waa struck over the head
with a piece of railroad iron at the old
N. N. & M. V. depot Saturday trigh
and right badly hurt. Robertson was
returning from town to the sectior
house where he boards, when passing
the old depot building he was halted by
a gang of young toughs, one of whou
called him a vile name and insultingly
requested to know where he was going
Robertson approached the crowd and
inquired for the one who had insulted
him. One of them stepped forward anti
replied that he was the individual and
at tile same time struck Roeerteon
terrible blow over the head with a piece
of railroad irou or a rock, it Is no
known for certain which, cutting an
ugly gash in his head and fracturing the
jaw bone. No arrests have been made
as the young toughs skipped the town.
Saturday morning Oftker Wilson was
called In to shoot a horse that belonged
to Henry Pool--anil, whiali hail gone
mad, anti broken out oi toe rteble the
night before, Mouse week. before th
home was bitten- by a IMO this, Nes
oral dogs In the' vicinity were helve
tho same titnedill of thee. witm *Mit mid
and were killed. The horse, however
showed no Maus of hydrophobia
Friday night, when he broke otit of th
stable, and Into the stable lot of Chas.
Dawson, where he was fouriil ilex
morning plunging around, and showing
a strong dispositi in to bi e anything
that came in his way. It required sever
shots to make the etyma' bite the dust.
Hopkins County Hustler.
Last week William Jones, of Venders
burg, was driving a wagon upon whici
was a sorghum mill, and with him wa
his little child of some seven or eigh
years of age. One wheel of the wager
dropped into a rut and by that mean
threw out the child before the wheel
Before the wagon could be stopped the
wheels had paosed over the child's body
l'he little fellow lived but a few day
when death relieved it of its teffering.
Last Saturday a daughter of George
Cox, living near Madisonville, st as tried
on a writ of lunatico inquirendo. She
was adjudged insane and was teken tha
afternoon to Hopkiusville to the asylum
On account of the crowded condition o
that institution, admittauce was denied
her atid she was returned hen*, Wha
is to be done with her? She iri violently
insane and is totally irratiotial. Her
father is a very poor man and la tillable
to keep her. 'flits is • case of charity
that appeals to the sympathy and pockets
cf the people. It is to be hOped that
those who have plenty will asitist in do
ing something for the relief of the fam-
ily. The father has been and is at pres-
ent unable to work. On Tueeflay a col-
ored boy of sonic 17 or IS years, was
brought from Morton's Gap and was
11tried as a lunatic. Ile was ad udged in-
sane. At present we can't ay what
disposition will be made for Ifitn. It is
thought, however, that there Is room in
the colored ward.
Hopkins oonty Ilustler.
A report Was current on the streets
last Saturday morning theft* man by
the name of Hicks had beer6iting by
mob law near Dalton a day or two be-
fore. After tracing the rumor up, it
was found that the hanging had °courted
in Union county, and report has it the
man liking named ilicka told that he
ha I formerly been a i•Itliten ofthie coun-
ty. We are glad to know that llopiclio
has hot been disgraced by mob W, still
that IL is atinitov here else that LIM hangs
1.1 01.1.11fred,
I risiendra f•reme,
Thursday evening of last week the
home of C, C, Reboot, who lives five
miles South of Marlon, was tbe scene of
one of the most heartrending accident.'
that ever occurred in this county. lie
had borrowed orte of those large, old
fashioned, ball arid cap pistols from a
neighbor to hunt for the Lyon county
rapist, returning home lie placed the
weapon on a high shelf In hie family
room. On Thursday evening he re-
marked to his wife that he would take
the pistol home, and reaching up he
took hold of the barrel. It slipped
thro' his hand, fell to the floor, and wae
discharged, the ball stretcher his wife on
the lilp and passed on up through her
body, lodging in her breast just under
the skin. Stie lived in great agony
until Saturday, when she (lied. Mr.
Helmut is a steady young man, well
thought of, and the accident a terribleIs
blow to him.
Careless bothers.
Many niothers have permitted their
children to die before their eyes when
they might have been saved. Any
mother who keeps house without a bot-
tle of Acker's &tallith Baby Soother at
hand, runs a riak which she may untie-
time regret. It has saved e lives of
thousand, of children, and doing so
Farewell.
It i. always sad to say farewell to a
living friend, who is leaving his native
and to cross the tempest-toeseil ()tom' ;
but whee e conic te look for the Ian
dine upoi the fa c atid form of a dee
d
Weed whom we have known end bused
from childhood, the tear c s in the
place ot word@, the eyes grow dine and
the litre are sealed as we attempt to utter
the word. farewell.
Malty were the sorrowing hearts,
silent tears, mid rivaled lips, as triene
alter Crime' looked for the last time this
side of the dark river, elect' all IIIIIst
cross, upun the calm and pc/write face
ot Harry Hopper, hi hie own recent
oine, cold in death.
The writer has ktiown Mr Hopper
since le32-over half a centor., . We
were schtwl-suatea childhooJ, red as.
societee and friends in tile loier ago.
The friendehip then formed was un-
broken, until the suninioris suddenly
came, and God took the immortal, living
principle within, tu Himself, and lie
left the home In which he lived, to lov-
ing friends, to be tenderly laid away in
our beautiful home of the dead, to await
tite resurrection morn.
In 1842 our deceased friend, in con-
nection with Mr. B. S. Campbell, now
full of years, and ripe for the harvester's
sickle, menmenced the mercantile bust-
nerse in this city, at the corner of Main
and Nashville Ste., ths pretreat location
of the First National Bank ; aud sluice
that time has been tontinuously and
Actively in businesa. The great-grand-
fathers and mothers of many of our
citizens were his customent and sweet-
est II-Leeds. lie never learned a 'tearer
road to fortune than the plain path of
honest integrity. This he iollowed, Red
it he failed to leave to those for whom
lie labored and toiled, a large and un-
encumbered estate, lie leaves to them for
an inherit/thee, that which is more valu-
able thee lionises, and lands, and stocks,
and bonds, a well-rounded business, and
a chrietian character, a pure and clea
n
lite, well woolly of the imitation of the
purest and most God-like of our citizees.
"Brethren, let LIS work while it is
called to (ley, for the night cometh when
no Olen can wore," were the earliest,
and last words of exhortation that fell
from the lips of our brother and friend
at the conclusion of the communion
service, oil the last Sabbath lie spent on
earth. His aork is done, and well
done, and ellen weighed in Heaven's
balances, his faith in Go], and les
works of love and mercy, will stand the
test of that day; for which all other day
s
were made. E.
 
 • •••4111.• 
Backlen's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruites, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, 'Fetter, Chapped Hand
s,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and poeltively cures Piles, or n
o
pay required. It is guaranteed to giv
e
pertect satisfaction, or money refunded
.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale b
y
H. B. Garner.
Republican 'tariff Bill Reported.
The tariff bill was reported Tuetilay
to tile full committee and informall
y
considered. The Republican members
on the committee are delighted with it
and say it is the most perfect piece o
f
tariff legislation ever presetatil.
Democratic members are not satisfiet
with the fact that its reductione, by wa
y
of the general tariff, are so small. 
1
reduces the revenueesboet $05,000,000
taking $25,000,000 from sugar, wheel' it
reduces one-half, and making the r
e-
maluing redaction mostly on interns
revenue, reducing the tax on tobacco
and alcohol used in the arts and menu
factures. The tariff schedules are mucl
changed, but the changes are by way o
equalizetion rather than reduction. The
committee liaa decided not to give the
bill to the press or the public until afte
action by the full committee. A minor
ity report will be prepared by Senator
Harris and Vauee, who predict no !Ledo!
on the bill before the close of next sea
'ion. The Republican seuatorm bow
ever, insist that the bill should be actei
upon before adjournment.
Senator Harris, who Is elpectsel to tit
Moat ol the work of torepsring the nil
otority report on the tariff bill, 0140 liv
dote not Intend to hurry about It, mill Ile
will probably be three weeks or Mire
preperetion, 11 hi nut portable, bow
ever, that the bill will be held in mon
[settee dialler this entire time, but be
reported to the senate for diecuarion
pending the preeentation of tile minority
report.
Senator Harris, who is to write th
minority report in conjunction witl
Senator Vance, said that he newish
the bill would be reported to the 'senate
some tenie next week. The gemeral int
pression now is that the diecuresion of
the bill will be in the eenate within a
fortnight and will be continued tiering
the most of October, followed by the
paesage of the bill in the senate and at
adjournment a few days before the elee
don. 'file bill will not be given to the
public until reported by the committee
uniese obtained without the consent a
the committee.
----
Dympepsia. Despair, Death.
Theft are the actual steps which fol
low indigestion. Acker'a English Dys-
pepsia Tahlets will both cliesk and cure
this moot fearful of diseues. Guaran-
teed by II. B. Garner.
Personalities.
Nemo Uniiist its, lit., Sept. 24 -
Miss Mamie 'ferry, of Hopkineville, is
teaching at Bluff Spring.
Mr. C. S. Barnes happened to an itc-
cident last week. Ile fell from • wag-
on, the wheels running over him mid
bruhring him considerably, though not
xeriouely.
Some of the K irk maneville boys seen
to have an attraction in die country
near White Plains.
The very intereating meeting at Pond
River church closed Sunday.
Uncle Bill Lacy, an aged and respect-
ed citizen of Eirkinansville, died Fri-
day and was buried by masons Sater-
day at the old f gram-mann
HARRY.
Better Than Bloody Battles.
General Wheatcroft Nelson, says:
"My experience in the Euglish army as
well as in America, COfiVilicea me that
nothing so thoroughly purifies the blood
or aide to heelth, vigor and life as Ack-
er'a English Blood Elixir." l'his great
Remedy is sold wider • positive guerati-
tee by II. B. Garner.
•
Gen. Sherman deities that lie is penal-
LIM, about hie age or that ht. la four
years older than lin pretends to lie,
However, the gonerare well•known
filittinese Air the soolety of yowl ladle.
is tt 'tome evidemee agelltat 111111.
•
When Baby was sick, we gave ha Coster*
When she was a Chil(1, shit cried for Castorla,
When she became Miss, she clang to Cubans,
When she had ChlIdoia, she gave them Caster*
This is the time of year when the am-
bitious candi late for office *deride the
agricultural fair and grows insanely
jealous of the pri ox because that
noble animal Is more popular than he.
Filen! Plies! Itching Piles.
Symptoma-Moisture; intense itching
and atinging; most at night; worse by
acratchhig. If allowed to eontinue tu-
mors form, which often bleed and ul-
cerate, becomlne very eore. Swaytie's
Ointment stops the Itching and bleed-
ing, heals ulceration, and In moot cases
removes the tumors. At druggists, or
by mall, for 50 centa. Dr. 8wayne
••• • 
• .
The medical minium now In session
at Washington niay be able to determine
what is the matter with the other cm-, L. Ileesoll's Wills
grees.
"As full as the United States I ream'
ie the latest polite way to speak of
rimail who has Mem um. ss
hir thirst.
John L. Sullivisi, being very ill, Ilas
D.) CHU/10y a private StCrelell y era LI e
cliallenges Omni tOe malty pugiliats who
desire to meet him in the prize-011g dur-
tee the smelt ten day 111.
4.1CII. N. P. Brinks of Boston has been
nominateil for teregreees isi a sate Re-
punlicria dleilf 'Ube ghost,* at Ole
capitol it 111 lie Is tote 4,1 thew
Obeli he gore/ to take iris seat their.
comers atilsool-tesmier weet
tO St. LIAO), the ether day to attend the
cotivehoon of the Natiotial
aasociation was redly dieappointed when
he was refused a seat Its a delegate.
Mercy is so good a servant that it w ill
never allow its Blaster to die a beggar.
virtues that lie in 11'arner's Log
Cabin Neaten' are beneficent and last-
ing as the /pia' ides of mercy. Lttst and
cheapest poroueed plaster in nisrket.
It is reported that Mr. 'Ilierman
Rutherford B. Hayes shook hands with
each other at the grand army 'minion in
Columbue. It too much to suppose
that Mr. Irma will contieue to throw up
1111/1 list fur Tiiiirwaii alter hearing oi
this remarkable incident.
"I believe protection for American
industry," said the tramp. "Therefore,
beitig of foreign (lc ocent, I have I:mi-
celle-it not to compete with the pro-
tected laborers ol this land. Give me a
dime, mister, and I wiii agree to refrain
fro.n work another week."
Frequent reports come from New
York to the effect that the street-ear
employ es of that city are going to Har-
rison awl Mort in in a body because
they are opposed to free trade. The
natural suppoeition le tnat if Cleveland
were elected for a ereond term there
would be no more refite In the street-
car business and the car tracks would
be rolled up and put Kw ay. How this
would be brought about is a little hazy.
"Here, Jack," said the editor of the
Croakerville Democratic Door-knob to
the erraild boy, "rim over to the offlee
of the Republican Tooter and boriow
the type of that article it printed on
Cleveland's letter. It was a ecorcher.
'Pell the editor that I wkia to print it,
too. I'll change it a little so it w ill re-
fer to Ilarrieon's letter inatead of Cleve-
land's, but you needn't tell him that.
"My dear sir," said the suave proprie-
tor of a Turkieh bath, "are you aware
that you have been steaming iii thie
room for nearly ten hours?"
"Yes, Oates all right," said the per
aubj mt. "You see, I am pre
paring to subscribe to the yellow-fever
fund, and I want to get acclimated first.
A cautious man never takes any un-
neceseary risks."
The Hon. W. L. Scott, the Peteisyl-
vailia @Osterman, millionaire, and dealer
in expensive anthracite, has finally elle-
eeeded in getting his constituents+ to ter-
mite hirn trona running for congress
again. If lie wants to win fame let him
hereafter employ his talents in pulling
ilown the price of hie own cosi. An-
thracite sold in January at $5 a ton
throughout tee northwest would make
Mr. Scott%) name thunder down the ages
in • very Holey manner.
Ohio's "Big Four" are all alter one
small senatorship. No neuter whether
Foraker, Foster, Butterworth, or Mc-
Kinley gets it, the diticonsolate three
will remember with some sttiafaction
that the office wouldn't have eotie beg-
ging under other circumstances. It is
well known that Ohio men have formed
a Benevolent Association for the pro-
tection and comfort of orpliates offices.
For years this um:laden has bet n doing
• noble work.
Mr. Climicey Depew hes begun •
vigorous campaign in the interests of
the farmers and workingmen, whom he
loves, by participating In a banquet
glVeii his lemur by die Uninii League
club of New York, Vernier Dep.* of
l'eeksk III, Is always 'striving to limonite
Ills of the coitimito people as he
rube Obese* at the Wile with ordeal,
lords *oil Staliderd 011 berm's, Ile is
one of dim grimiest foes ol monopoly
whir ever ate iceoiream with It fork,
Joe Mol, the tilatinguialleil eteeatial
relieve° of linen, on rime:eh • reel,
mays duo the passage of the cithiese x-
eettion bill by cotigrees is a sure Men
that dome careless leuildry in in has been
rubbing the buttime off the Milne of the
most •ble statesmen in Washington.
lie deeply deplores the careleseness of
Chieree government hire a tailor to re
his cotettryinen and suggesti that the thAugusta clung to the nettings to let
pair all congrestional .rments free r f 
tee rush go by, trying to collect her scat-
red senses and to revent herself from
v.: v. vont HAGGARD.
charge. This, lie thinke, is the o ly
practicable way to keep up friendly re-
lation@ between the two countries
The Democrats of .elabaine have been
prevail ne to carry on an active campaign
in all-pwrts thst state. A few Reptib-
licons are believed to be away in
remote counties, but the Democrats hope
that by a jell citrus eistrieutiou of wilt-
reform literature they can make the
choice of Cleveland electors 1.1 Ilan s
or nearly so. Alabama might fled it
profitable to export stibistantial Demo-
cratic insjeritiee to be utes1 in doubtful
state.. It has a large surplus 'of that
'sort of vets w 'felt tt hats no use for at
home.
HONEST OPINIONS.
andor compels ins to admit that some
one hats long known the ingreilietite of
B. B. tt. But sluice it has never been
put before the public, and Since one of
the pretent proprietor* originated the
prescription and treed it for years in his
practice, it is original.
NOTHING TO EQUAL IT
' ZALAIII•, June 27, ler17.
.V. E. reliable d• Co.:
I have been using B. B. B. In my
(early PA a blood purifier. Have never
used any medicine to tepial It. Re-
epectfully, MRS. R. M. LAWS.
MAXIM AN OLD NA24 YOUNG.
P. S bought 3 botteem of your
Hemet Blisod Balm from my ftiend H.
I). BAllard, at Campobello, S. C. I have
been miles it three weeks. It appears
to give me new life Rill] IICW etreheth.
If there is aeything that will make- an
Old Mall y011ila( It is B.11.11. eiliteg
to sell it. I can earnestly and honestly
recomteend Botanic Blood Balm.
D. Wile:Aldo..
catching tho dread ul contagion of the
panic. Being a brave and cool headed
woman, she presently succeeded, and with
her returning clearness of vision she re-
alized that she and all on board were in
great peril. Then suddenly she began to
think of the others. Where was Lady
liolmhurst? and where were the boy and
the nurse? Acting upon an impulse she
did not stay to realize, she ran to the sa-
loon hatchway. It was fairly clear now,
for most of the people were on deck, and
she found her way to the child's cabin
with but little difficulty. There was a
light in it, and the first glance showed
her that the nurse had gone; gone and
deserted the child-for there he lay,
aeleep, with a emile upon his little round
face. The slewk had scarcely wakened
the body, and, knowing nothing of ship-
wrecks, he had just shut his eyes and
gone to sleep again.
"Dick, Dick!" she said, shaking him.
He yawned and sat up, and then threw
himself down again, saying, "Dick
eleopy."
"les, but Dick must wake up. and
auntie" (he called her -auntie") "will take
him up on deck to look for mummy.
Won't it be nice to go on deck in the
dark?"
••Yes," said Dick, with confidence; and
Augusta took him on her knee and hur-
ried him into such of Lis clothes us came
handy, as quickly AM she could. At the
head of the companion way she met Lord
Holmhurst himself, rushing down to look
after tho child.
"I Lave got him, Lord Holmhtirst." sbe
cried; "the nurse has run away. Where
i3 your wife?"
"Bless you!" he said, fervently; "you
are a good girl. Bessie Is aft somewhere;
I would not let bee (some. They are try-
ing to keep tho people off the bouts-they
are all mad!"
"Are we sinking?' she asked, faintly.
"God knows-ah! here is the captain,"
pointing to a man who was walking, or
rather pushing him way, rapidly toward
them through the maddened, screeching
mob. Lord Holushurst caught him by the
tleriar 'n!lt.'ealkiolmhuret."
I t me go," he said, roughlv, trying
o sh e himself loose. "Oh! it is you,
-Yee, step in here for one second and
1 tell um the wont; speak up, mare and let
us know all!"
" Very well, Lord Holmiturst, is ill.
We have run driven a %haler of about five
',unfired tome which woe cruising along
under reduced emits. mei oleos ing Ito
lights Our fort; et,Itipartihelit litoYll
right in, bulging nut the plates on either
side rif the cut water and loorietting the
fore bulkhead. The earpenter and his
mates are doing their beat to ahem it lip
from the inside with balks of timber, but
the water is coming in like • mill race,
and I fear then+ are other injuries. All
tho pumps are at work, but there's a deal
of water, and if the bulkhead goes"-
"Wo shall go too," said Lord Holm-
burst, calmly. "Well, wo must take to
the boats. bi that allr
"In heaven's name, is not that enough!"
said the captain, looking up, so that the
light that was fixed in t he companion way
threw hie ghastly face into bold relief.
"No, Lord Hohnhurst, it i)) not all. The
boats will hold 'something over three him-
dred people. Theo) are about one thou-
Baud 'mule aboard the Kangaroo, of whom
more than three hundred ens women and
ei'll'(livhenre.fore the men must drown," raid
Lord Holudiurst, quietly. -Ged's will be
thj*II'VC:iir lordship will, of course', take a
plan, in the boats?'estaid the captain, hur-
A il who desire full Information about priarededly. s
.n•di.
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'tsgaharer, yotir message to some
the fate of the other
was the answer; "I oh' :like cam le_ •
stupefied. and Augusta cri d out: "Oh'
The men groaned, die child stares]
TI1M BEST PURIFIER MADE.
i)Aw Amerpt, (1 A., diltle, lise7.
1 Imes, pottered with latarrli for about
four yearm awl after toiler noir imittler
Boteitic Belm 1 fled my
groirrel health greedy improved, anti II
I (.011141 keep 0111. of lliti bad weather I
Stolid be mired, believe it la the beet
purifier made. e'ery respectfully,
le 1% . Titometion.
TWELVE YEARS AFFLICTED.
BLUFF-Mal, IND , Feb. 6, 18+47.
I have been afflicted with Motel Poison
for twelve years. Have used pretscrip-
don from {Aye's:lane offered me during
that period. Through the druggiet, W.
A. Gutelitio I powured one eottle of
B. B.' B. and since have used three
bottles, and am eatiefied it hart done me
more good than anything I ever used
I am almost well, Kiel ain sure, %Milli
two or three %seeks I will he pertectly
well, after twelve seer@ atifferieg in-
tensely: Write or address,
JOSKI'll Velar,
Baker anil Conlectioner.
Well's Co., Ind.
READ TRIII.
CHAPTER VII.
THE CATASTROPIIIS
And ro these two fair women talked,
Luling plans for the future as though all
Clings endured forever, and all plans
were destined to be realized. But even as
they talked, somewhere up in the high
heavens. the Voice that rules the world
spoke a word and the Messenger of Fate
rushed forth to eu its bidding. On board
the groat ship WU music and langhter
and the sweet voices of singing women;
hut above.) it Inuig a pall /if doom. Not
the most timid heart ermined of danger.
'What danger could there be aboard of
that grand ship. which apeti across the
waves with the lightness and confidence
of the swallow? There was naught to
fear. A prosperous voyage was drawing
to its end, and mothers put their babes to
sleep with aS sure a heart as though they
were on solid English ground.
Presently Lady liobohurst got up from
her chair and maid she was goiug to bed,
but that, first of all, she must kiss Dick,
her little boy, who slept with his nurse in
another cabin. Augusta rose and weut
rwiiigthth.er, and they both kissed the sleep-
ing child, a bonny boy of 5, and then they
Lissed each other and separated fur the
Some hours afterward Augusta woke
up, feeling very restless. Fur au hour or
more elle lay thinking of Mr. Tombey and
many other things, and listening to the
swift -lap, lap." of the water as it slipped
past the vessel's sides and the occasional
tramp of the watch as they set fresh sails.
At last her feeling of unrest got too much
for her, and she rose and partially, very
partially, dressed herself-for in the
gloora ehe could only find her flannel vest
and petticoat-twisted her long hair in •
coil round her head, put on a hat and a
thick ulster that hung upon the door-for
they were running into chilly latitudes-
and slipped out on detk.
It WKS getting toward dawn, but the
night was still dark. As she stepped on
deck Augusta found herself face to face
with till, captain.
"Why. Miss Smithers!" he said, "what
on earth aro you doing hero at this hour?
-making up romances?"
"Yes," she answered. laughing, and
with perfect truth. •'The fart of the
matter is, I could not sleep, so I came on
deck; and very pleasant it is!"
"Yes," said the captain, "if you want
somethine to put unto your steries you
won't fin"d anything better than this.
The Kangaroo is showing her heels, isn't
she, Miss Sraithers? That's the beauty of
her, she can sail as well as steam, and
when she has a strong wind like this
abaft, it would have to be something very
quick that would catch her. I believe
that we hare been running over seven-
teen knots an hour ever since midnight.
I hope to make Kerguelen Island by
7 o'clock, to correct my chronometers."
-Where is Kerguelen Island?" asked
Augusta.
"Oh! it is a desert place where nobody
roes, except now and then a whaler to fill
up with water. I believe that theastron-
omers Rent an expedition there a few
years ago to observe the transit of Venus;
but it was a failure because the weather
; ; so misty-it is nearly always misty
t iere. Well, must beoff, Miss Snaithers.
Coed night; or rather, good morning."
Defer() the words were well out of les
mouth there was a wild shout forward:
"Ship plead!" Then came an awful yell
from a du zen voices: '•Starboard! Hard
a-starboald, for God's sake!'
\Vial a wild leap, like the leap of a
man sudeenly shot, the captain left her
side and rushed on to the bridge. At the
same intitant the engine bell rang and
the steering chains began to rattle furi-
ously on the rollers at her feet as the
steam steering gear did its work. Then
came anoth/ r yell:
-It's a whaler-no lights- and an an-
swering shriek of terror from some big
black object that loomed ahead. Before
the role es had died sway, before the great
ship could even answer to helm, there
was a crash. Stich as Atli:Mita had Lever
heard, and a sickeniug shuck, that threw
her on her hands and knees on to the
deck, shaking the iron masts till they
trembled as though they were willow
wands, and making the 'huge sails flap
and for ell instant fly aback. The great
vessel, rushing along at her frightful
speed of seventeen knots, had plunged
into the ship ahead with euch hideous
ener that bhc cut her clean in two and
over her as though elle were a
pleasoh boat!
Shriek upon shriek of despair came
piercing the gloomy night, and then, as
Augusta struggled to her feet, she felt
a horrible succession of bumps, accom-
panied by a crushing, grinding noise. It
was the 'Kangaroo driving right over the
remaina of the whaler.
In a very few seconds it was done, and
lookIng astern, Augusta could just make
out something black that seemed to float
fur a second or two upon the water, and
then disappear into its depths. It was
the shattered hull of the whaler.
Tlien there arose a (slut murmuring
"lutist that grew dna Into a hum, then
into Is Mar. alld thell lute C11111444 that
relit the ekles, and lip from every hatch.
way and cabin the groat 'hip, human
twinge-mu, women and children, rime
rushing aad tunibliug with tam white
with berrer-whlto as their night gear,
lame were absolutely nakml, haviog
slipped off their night dress and had no
time to put on anything else; Nemo had
put on 'asters and great coats, others had
blankets thrown round them or carried
their clothes in their hands. rp they
came, hundrede and hundreds of them
(for there were a thousand souls on board
the Kangaroo), pouring aft like terrified
spirits flying from the mouth of hell, and
from them arose such a hideous clamor as
few have lived to hear.
There was no pomposity about Lord
Holmhurst now-all that had gone-and
nothing but the simple, gallant nature of
the English gentlemen remained.
"No, no," said the aptaln. as they hur-
ried aft, enshiug their way through the
fear distracted crowd. "have yuu got
your revolver?"
"Yes."
-Well, then, keep it handy; you may
have to use it presently; they will try and
rush the teats."
By this time the gray dawn was slowly
breaking, throwing a cold and ghastly
light upon the hideous scene of terror.
Round about the boats were gathered the
officers and Some of the crew, doing their
best to prepare them for lowering. In-
deed, sine had already been got away. In
it was Lady Holtuburst. who had been
thrown there against her will, shrieking
fur her child c.nd bueland, and about a
wore ef werueu d children, together
with half a dozen sailors and an officer.
Augusta caught sight of her friend's
face in the faint ligbt. "Be-ssie! Ekessiel
Lady Holmhurst!" also cried, "I have got
the boy. It is all right-I have got the
boy!"
She heard her, and waved her hand
wildly toward her; and then the men tn
the ts'oat gave way, and in a :second it was
out of ear shot. Just then a tall form
seized Augusta by the arm. She looked
up; it was Mr Tombey, and she saw that
in his other hand he held a revolver.
"Thank God!" he shouted in her ear, "I
have found you! This way-this way-
quick!" And he dragged her aft to where
two sailors, standing by the davits that
supported a small boat, were lowering her
to the level of tho bulwarks.
-Now then, women!" shouted an officer
who was in charge of the operation. Some
men made a rush.
-Women first! Women first!"
"I am in no burrs'," said Augusta. step-
ping forward with the trembling child in
her arms; and her action for a Sew seconds
produced a calming effect, for the men
stopped.
-Csnie on!" said Mr. Tombey. stooping
to lift lier over the side. only to be nearly
knocked down by a man who made a des-
perate effort to get into the boat. It was
Mr. Dleeson, and, recognizing Lim, Mr.
Tombey dealt Lim a blow that sent
spinning back.
-A thousand pounds for piece"' he
roared. "Ten thuusand pounds for a seat.
in a boat!" And once more he scrambled
up at the bulwarks, trempling down a
child as be did so, and
thrown back.
Mr. Tombey took Augusta and the
child into his strong arms and put her
into the boat. As he did so he kissed her
forehead and murmured: "God bless you,
good-bse"
At treat instant there was a lond report
forwent, and the stern of the vessel
lifted perceptibly. The bulkhead had
given way. and there arose such a yell as
surely was seldom heard before. to Au-
gusta's ears it seemed to shape itself into
the word ''Sinking!"
Up from the bowels of the ship poured
the firemen, the appearance of whose
blackened faces, limed with white streaks
of perspiration, added a new impulse of
terror to the panic stricken throng. Aft
they came, accompanied by a crowd of
sailors and emigrants.
"Rush the boats," sung out a voice
with a strong Irieh accent. "or sure we'll
be drowned!"
Taking the hint, the maddened mob
burst toward the boats like a flood. blas-
pheming and shrieking as it came. In a
moment the women and children who
were waiting to take the boat, in which
A ugnsta and the two seamen were already,
were swept aside and a determined effort
made to rush it, headed by • great Irish-
man, the same who had called out.
Augusta Raw Mr. Tombey. Lord Holm-
burst, who had come up, and the officer
lift their pistols, which exploded almost
simultaneously, and tbe Irishman and
another man pitched forward to their
hands and knees.
-Never mind the pistols, lads," shouted
a voice; -as well be shot as drown. There
isn't room for half of us in the boats.
Como on!" And a second fearful rush
waa made, which bore the three gentle-
men, firing as they went, right up against
the netting's.
"Bill," hallooed the man who was hold-
ing on the foremost tackle, -lower away;
we shall be rushed and swamped."
Bill obeyed with heart and soul, and
down sunk the boat below the level of the
upper decks, just as the mob was getting
the mastery. In five seconds more they
were hanging close over the water, and
while they were in this position a men
leaped at the boat from the bulwarks. He
struck on the thwarts, rolled off into the
water and was no more seen. A lady, tbe
wife of a colonial judge. threw her child;
Augusta tried to catch it, but missed, and
the boy sunk and was lost. In another
moment the two sailors had shoved off
from the ship's side. As they did so the
stern of the Kangaroo lifted right out of
the water so that they could see under
her rudder post. Just then, too, with a
yell of terror, Mr. Meeson, in whom the
elementary principle of self preservation
at all costs wart strongly developed. cast
himself from the side and fell with a
splash within a few feet of the boat. Ris-
ing to the surface, he clutched hold of the
gunwale mid Implored to be taken In.
-Knock the old vertnInt over the
knuckles, Bill," !shouted the other man;
"he'll upset us!"
' Nu, :to," rriNI Am/elide lier woman'a
Wert nitIVOtt at spring her old eflotily 111
inch a rape, "There is plefity of mum lir
the boat,"
"Hold en, then," said the Man ail.
dressed, wiles@ tante was Johnnie, "when
we get clear we'll haul you in."
And, the reader may be bure, Mr. Mee-
son did hold on pretty tight till, after
rowing about fifty yards, the two men
halted and proceed, not without some
risk and trouble-for there was a consid-
erable sea running-to hoist Mr. Meeson's
large form over the gunwale of the boat.
Meanwhile tho horrors on board the
doomed ship were redoubling as she
slowly settled to her watery grave. For-
ward the steam foghorn was going un-
ceasingly, bellowing like a thousand furi-
ous bulls, while now and again a rocket
still shot up through the misty morning
air. Round the boats a hideous war was
being waged. Augusta savr one of the
Merl jump into one of the largesit life
boats, which was still hanging to the
davits, having evidently got the better of
those who were attempting to fill it with
the women and children. The next sec-
ond they lowered the after tackle. but,
by some hitch or misunderstauding, not
the foremost one. with the result that the
stem of tho boat fell while the bow re-
mained fixed, and every soul in it, some
forty or fifty people, was shot out into
the water. Another boat was overturned
by a sea as it settled on the water. An-
oiher one, full of women and children,
got to the water all right, but remained
fastened to the ship by the bow tackle,
When, a couple of minutes afterward,
the Kangaroo went down, nobody had a
knife at hand wherewith to cut the rope,
and the boat was dragged down with her.
and all its occupants drowned. The re-
maining boats. weh the exception of the
one in which Lady Holmhuret was, and
which had got away before the rush be-
gan, were never lowered at all, or sunk
as soon as lowered. It was impossible to
lower them owing to the mad behavior of
the panic stricken crowds, who fought
like wild beasts for a place in them. A
few gentlemen and sober beaded sailors
could do nothing against a mob of frruitic
creatures, each bent on saving his own
life if it cost tho existence of everybody
on board.
And thus it was exactly twenty minutes
from the t irne t hat t he Kangaroo sunk the
%haler, for. although these events have
taken some time to deseribe, they did hot
take long to enact, that her own hour
came, and, with the exception of some
eight-and-twentv souls, all told, the hour
also of every' living creature who had
taken passage its la•r.
was once more
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CIIAPTER VIII.
LERGUELLN LAND.
As soon as Mr. Meeson, saved from
drowning by her intervention, lay gasp-
ing at the bottom of the boat, Augusta,
overcome by a momentary faintness, let
her head fall forward on to the bundle of
blankets in which she had wrapped up the
debt she had reecued. and who, too terri-
fied to speak or cry, stared about hini with
wide opened and frightened eyes. When
lifted it • few riecondm later, a ray
from the riming stun hal the mist,
mei 'striking full on Ilte pinking Pities, as,
her Meru eve mit uf the water and her
tow well wider it, elle toiled tie
she fie in the trough et the heavy *ea
'wand lo wrap her trout lin.) to truck in
wild and atornly light.
gollig!-by heaven, she's going!"
said the bemoan Johnnie, and as tie bald
it the mighty ithip elowly reared herself
up on end. Sloe ly-very %lowly, amid
the hidtems and despairing ehrieks of the
doomed wretches on board of ber, she
lifted her stern higher and higher, erne
plunged her bows. deeper and deeper.
They eltrieked. they cried to heaven for
help, lett heaven lieseled them not, fur
Inadit agony cannot avert man's doom
Now, for a memo, alto was standing al-
most upright upon the water. out of
which about a hundred feet of ber vast
length toweree liko some trionstrens
ocean growth, while men fell from her
showers, Eke flies beuurabed by frost,
down into the churning foam beneath.
Then seddenly, with a swift and awful
rush, with a rending sound of breaking
spars, a loud explosion of her boilers, and
• smothered boom of bursting bulkheads, ;
she plunged down into the measureless
deeps, and wee seen no more forever.
Tile writer closed in over where she had
been, boiling aiel foaming and'eucking
down all things in the wake of her last
jcurney. while the steam and prisoned eir
A PERFECT COMBINATION
Of harmless vegetable remedies th t w 11 restore Die whole system 
to healthy action, 4
absolutely needed to cure any disease "for the disease that affe
cts one organ weakens
all." Prune's Celery Compound is THIS PERFECT COMBINATIO
N. Real the proofs!
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Mem% tor I know It to he op guedicine "
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CURES ALL NERVOUS DISEASES,
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Caldwell & Randle,
-DEALERS IN
Stoves, Tillwaro, Glassure Cita Goods
Roofing Gatteringand bac Work.
Si==CI..A.Lairmer.
Rel airing Neatly And ,optly liovie. We are the only part
ies le town who make all loads
Galvaalsed Iron Work
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Nelson.. 7'. W,
 =elorkety.
Formerly of NELSON JEst 1' 
Formerly of DABNEY A BUSH.
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Tobacco and Grain Comnissioniderchants,
RAILROAD AND ELEVENTH STREETS.
We give serums' attention to I ection and Sa!e of ever
y Hogshead of Tobac-
co consigned to us.
Liberal advancement made on Tobacco In store. Al
l Tobseco insured at coot of
r,wner unless written inetructione to the contrary.
H. G. APIERNATHY. 
GEO C LONG.
AILlbe,riaatlazir cfiz, Lc:mg
Successors to ABERNATHY & CO.
Central Tobacco Warehouse
No 220, on North side of Ninth Street, one opiate from Depo
t.
All tobacco consigned to us will receive our personal 
attention, both in
sampling and selling. Stables and quarters for teams 
and teamsters.
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Premium List .
For the NEW ERA
Drawing
to take place
SATURDAY OCT. 6, 1888.
One tine two-horee spring waron,
manufactured and guaranteed ano-
des& hy c. W. Ducker, Hoplonsville.
Ky , value $100 SO
A fine brcerh-luatier shot-gun, value. . 75 00
One !Ill proved Five Drawer Fam I y Sin-
ger 'sewing Mitcham, with all attach-
ments  K
One "White" Sewing Machine, finest
Ma) e, four drawsra. all attachmints,
sold anti arranteil by E. Wait. Hop-
kinsville, EY, value 
An elegant sot of furniture. bedstead,
bureau and oach-stantl. sold by Thomp-
son d McReynolds. HOOk1117V1 IC, and OD
eibibltion at their store, value . 
A handsome stem-winding gold watch,
for lady. or gentleman. sold ant! War-
ranted by O. tialbreuth Lo., value. .
I ton of pure raw. bone wheat fertiliser.
Hone shoe brand, sold hy J. K Green
o .... ...........
. . .
N
M •
50 tO
45 lo
A "Gale spring Tooth Su ky Harrow and
Cultivator," the best couibintd impltment In
OM. value 41 St
Twenty rremiums, each 63.00 worth uf
china or glas. w. re
Thirty :trentiums. each one year's sub
serum ri to the Weekly New kra
A first-class, Croatian! silver watch,
stein.% int!, for gentleill7" wild and s ar-
rioted by• L. bauchat,
Tenn., value
Tot illy premiums. each sit month's
sub. cription to the no-weekly New Era
A lead fo mily cooking stove. with full
set u vessel)+, teal or wood, value
Suit of Clothes  • 
One Lovell Witching Machine, with
bench and wringer, va•ue 
A copal. of Ilatlni..1.,,kft aolfuliellautsi •
I lye premiums, each a boa. 50, elegant
al IC 10
One Missouri Steam Washing Machine,
ralue. 1
Oct liCK•111 1
A large combined Cafes. and spice still.
h,r family use
•
I ive premium., each a solid steel ax,
st en handle
40 Oo
10 00
re 00
tO 00
SO 00
SO OG
An elegant edition of the Child's Bible,
handsomely and an lustantaally boned. and
• mow. voluable book for old tar young 
value Ile
Drugs  01)
Booth's Manual of D•aeitte 111•NoNts 
price  •
Home Library C yek dis  II Ile
Klegaut Large Album  6 Si
Six pre= u ms.eaeh a good pocket knife
re ern s
A fine hat
A doe brace and set of bits
▪ •..ci wheelbarnow
A floe carving knife •nd fork
T_Wo premiums, each a double globs
Mars eye tarter:as, $1 (10 .... ...• SO
A rood crues-cut saw ready for use . I DI
• set of knives and forks, 6 each
4 Patent Buggy shaft Holder
A romp ete set of Screwdrivers,
! WIC
A pool Distant handsaw'
A pair family scales
A 1r1).).1 grass blade anti sneed
with
1 VII
I N
I SO
1 II
1 II
I 111
A Wade a Butcher's razor   I SS
A goal steel hatchet
13 A pair of 8 inch steel seisson . 76
Premiums to be added  175 SS
Total $1,000
5 00
oo
: 011
Every subscriber to the W  New Eno
0 as for one year, at 51 00, gets one ticket. Sub-
scribers to the TILL Watt/or, at $2.00 a year,
get two ticketa or for sin months, $1.00, MN
ticket 413 Papers Stopped Ilraw Sla•oripii••
we. . WI on or address
NEW Eta CO.
tiontiasvtlia. It •
0 be
6 SO
6 25
1 11E115 liON, C 11 &Let' sot J. T. SI/WARDS. MN 1'. MA
 OS.
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
rric.13644342•43, tesEtzemimeam.
ROBT. B. WITHERS,, Cen'l Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKtsVILLE, TENN.
Cash advanee. on Toloireo in store ro In the hamis of respoesille farmers and 
dealers.
Toliaecii Insured n hilt. in Pitorg at the expel.* of owner, except where there is no a
d•anre.
then withot u written orders not to incure.
WC 41E" 42, 40 1117 40 1E3 7ir e-.15 9[11 I) Et goi e
ta
Than any howe in the Weotern Country.
JMITTMI..M1%.T.
finrgt Stock. Well Aasorted. Priees 1,0w.
acevsmal IP 57 Franklin
. •
•• •
• ‘Ti‘ 'of
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Work k specialty.
Street, Clarksville. T
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